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ABSTRACT
The side-to-side oscillatory motion of a railway wheelpair 
travelling along a straight track has been investigated as 
an exercise in three-dimensional dynamics. Whereas existing 
theories hold that there are three possible regimes in the 
motion of a wheelpair; that is , pure rolling at very low 
speeds, creep at intermediate speeds and sliding at high 
speeds, this work holds that the regimes are:
rolling combined with sliding at very low speeds, 
pure rolling at intermediate speeds, and 
sliding (combined with a reduced rolling velocity) at 
speeds above a particular critical value.
Experimental observation of the wheelpair in a test rig 
evolved to ensure that the path of contact between the 
wheelpair and the rails in the range of contact between 
the two bodies takes place along a straight line has shown 
that the exponential growth in motion amplitude with time 
predicted by other workers does not occur. It has there­
fore been concluded that the motion is governed by non­
linear differential equations. The derived equations of 
motion are complex and offer difficulty in providing a 
satisfactory solution but in their linearised form yield 
two theoretical frequencies, the higher of which approxi­
mates to the experimentally derived frequency. Experiments 
carried out on the test rig demonstrated that at speeds 
below the critical speed, the wheelpair would execute a 
number of cycles (the actual number depending upon the 
difference between the rail speed and the critical speed) 
and then revert to pure rolling. It is concluded that
pure rolling at speeds below the critical speed is remark­
ably stable. This is attributed to the adhesion between 
the wheelpair and the rails which railway engineers - other 
than those concerned with railway hunting - have investigated.
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NOTATION
M  Mass of dicone
«
R Radius of base of dicone
2 a Cone vertex angle
a Wheel taper angle
2b Distance separating rails
2B Distance separating restraining springs
k Combined spring constants on each dicone
shaft sleeve
e Angle of tilt
<j> Angle of yaxtf -
n Wheelpair spin speed
a Position vector of left-hand part of
contact
b Position vector of right-hand point of
contact
F^ ith force in system
NA ,NB Normal forces at left- and right-hand 
points of contact respectively
fA ,fB Tangential tractive forces at left- s.nd
right-hand points of contact respectively
Fa ,Fb Frictional forces opposing tilting motion 
at left- and right-hand points of contact 
respectively
J Moment of inertia tensor
w e Angular velocity vector in the 0M5i?2?3
coordinate axes frame
Units
M
L
L
L
MT“Z
T " 1
L
L
-2MLT
MLT"2
MLT"2
MLT"2
ML2
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• Units
nE Matrix form of the angular velocity T ~ 1
in the 0 ”e j_^ 2 5 3  coordinate axes frame
“edicone Angular velocity of the dicons in T " 1
the 0 " 5 1 gz C 3 coordinate axes frame
M = J w Edicone) Moment of momentum vector of dicone ML 2 T ~ 1
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NOTES '
1. Square matrices are indicated by capital letters sur­
mounted by a double bar, thus
J = Moment of inertia matrix
Jl 0 0
0 J2 0
0 0 J
2. Column v c t o r s  are written in lower case letters 
with a bar above the letter, thus,
a = Position vector of the left-hand point of contact 
= U i  a2 a3}
3. A subscript added to any vector indicates the co­
ordinate axes frame in which the coordinates of the 
vector are given. Where appropriate, ordinary vector 
notation is used, vectors being indicated by a tilde 
(~) under the letter.
4. The notation used in setting out the equations of 
motion follows that usud by Heading Cl], but. where 
appropriate, Chirgwin and Plumpton [2] and Pars [3] 
have been followed.
5. Angular movement about a horizontal axis is often 
referred to in the literature as ’rolling'. Since 
there is always the possibility that confusion could 
then arise when reference is to be made to the rota­
tion of the wheelpair about the axis of the wheelpair 
shaft, the term, rolling, has been limited to the
- xviii -
latter form of rotation. The term 'tilt' has been 
used to indicate rotation of the wheelpair about a 
horizontal axis normal to the axis of the shaft; that 
is, about a horizontal axis nominally in the direc­
tion of the rails.
Unless otherwise stated, any translations included 
in this work are my own.
CHAPTER 1
RAILWAY HUNTING; A PROCEDURE FOR ITS INVESTIGATION
The investigatiun of ph/sical phenomena is often diffi­
cult in that the actual mechar'ism causing, the particular 
phenomenon is not readily perceived. If essential fea­
tures of the mechanism are overlooked then the analysis 
which .'allows must be deficient. D'Abro [411 quotes two 
fundamental canons of natural philosophy, as set out by 
Max Planck [511 in 1932 , to the effect that:
1. There is a real enter world which exists independently 
of ou-j knowledge
2. The real outer world is not directly knowable.
I'c is the second if these canons which is r.'levant here. 
Much of our knowledge of how the world functions, says 
D'Abro, is derived in a roundabout way, by coordinating 
direct knowledge * elementary inference and rationalisation. 
Our undeistanding of physical phenomena is, however, fre­
quently obscLTc-u! by a combination of preconceived notions, 
faulty assumptions and a failure to state these assumptions 
clearly.
Furthermore, if a given phenomenon is studied over a long 
period of." tinu*, particular treatments may assume the cha­
racter of .• vested interest and become, as it were, frozen 
into a r i g . d pattern, Various individual theories are 
postulated and through the passage of time acquire an
- 2 -
apparent validity which is then never questioned. For 
this reason, it is often useful to re-examine particular 
theories critically since these enquiries may be fruit­
ful in opening new avenues for further study of how these 
phenomena occur.
Railways have been in use since the second decade of the 
last century. Hamilton Ellis [6] gives the date for the 
first commercial use of steam haulage by a locomotive as 
August 12, 1812, while the Stephensons succeeded in pro­
ducing the first locomotive to work public traffic regu­
larly on a company-owned right of way for the Stockton 
and Darlington Railway which had been incorporated in 
1821, The side-to-s.ide movement of railway wheelpairs 
'as the vehicle travelled along the track, and which has 
always been known as ’railway hunting*, had (according 
to an unidentified source) already been comrentedion by 
Stephenson in 1821,
A  great number of papers have been written on the sub­
ject of railway hunting. Lomonosoff [7] refers to obser­
vations of the phenomenon made by M von Weber in 1848. 
Because hunting has been studied so intensively over such 
an extended period of time, there is always the possibi­
lity referred to in a previous paragraph that some of the 
theories may justify critical re-evaluation since the 
theories may not in fact accord x^ith reality.
Although the wheelpair is described in the literature as 
having a linear lateral displacement, that is, it hunts 
in the plane normal to the direction of the rails, it 
would appear to be more correct to believe that the actual 
movement of the wheelpair is made up of two angular move­
ments, as shown in Figure 1.1(a). It can be shown that 
what appears to be a lateral displacement is caused by 
the wheelpair tilting.
*
V
Since railway hunting is often thought to bp the cause 
of derailments, research into the way wheelpairs behave 
as they travel along the rails is of great practical 
importance. A H Wickens of the Engineering Research 
Division of British Railways at Derby, explains the prob­
lem as follows C8]:
Recent work... has established by experiment 
that existing railway vehicles possess cri­
tical speeds. Below the critical speed the 
motion of the vehicle is determined by track 
features, but above the critical speed a con­
tinuous hunting oscillation occurs which is 
limited only by the action of the flanges, 
slipping of the wheels, and by suspension 
non-linearities. The critical speeds of 
existing four-wheeled vehicles are in some 
cases as low as 20 mile/h, and bogie vehi­
cles exist with critical speeds as low as 
55 mile/h. The hunting oscillation has 
several practical consequences which tend 
to limit train speeds. In addition to the 
unsatisfactory vibration levels experienced 
by the payload, the large lateral forces 
which occur contribute to derailment proneness, 
overheated axle bearings, damage to track, and 
fatigue failures of the vehicle structure.
Railway vehicles are fitted with coned wheels 
to provide a measure of static stability. The 
hunting oscillation arises from the dynamic 
instability of the vehicle caused by the inter­
action between the conicity of the wheels, the 
forces acting between the wheels and the rails, 
and the action of the suspension.
In general, railway vehicles consist of a body resting 
on soleplates on the tops of the supporting bogies.
These soleplates make it possible for the bogies to rotate 
with respect to the body they support. The wheelpairs are 
usually fastened to the bogie frames through springs fixed 
to the wheelpair bearings. The behaviour of the wheelpairs 
is transmitted through the bogie suspension to the vehicle 
and is therefore of great practical interest.
This work has oeen confined to an examination of the
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behaviour of the wheelpair as it travels along a straight 
track. Every effort has been made to simplify the prob­
lem in the belief that the removal of extraneous compli­
cations will facilitate the understanding of how hunting 
occurs. The wheelpair has uniformly tapered conical run­
ning surfaces so that point contact between the wheelpair 
surface and the rounded supporting rail head can be as­
sumed. An important assumption made in the analysis is 
that the respective wheels which together comprise the 
wheelpair are constrained to remain in contact with the 
rails at all times. As will subsequently be seen, this 
assumption then makes it possible to determine the posi­
tion o£ the centre of mass of the wheelpair as a func­
tion of the angular displacements incurred by it as it 
yaws and/or tilts. The acceleration of the centre of mass 
of the wheelpair can then be found by differentiating the 
position vector of the centre of mass. The only gravity 
force on the wheelpair is its own weight. The forces 
between the wheelpair surfaces and the rails are opposed 
by horizontal springs acting on sleeves free to slide 
along the wheelpair shaft: between them these forces 
make up the couple causing the wheelpair to rotate, as 
shown in Figure 1.1(b)
The analysis presented in this work is based on rigid body 
dynamics which precludes any allowance being made for elas­
tic deformations. Rigid body dynamics, in effect, recog­
nises only those kinematic displacements, which are of 
first order magnitude and rejects those kinematic dis­
placements, which are due to elastic deformation on the 
grounds that such displacements are of the second order 
in magnitude and may therefore be overlooked. As a conse­
quence, it is argued that either the wheelpair has pure 
rolling motion or that it slides, with reduced spin velocity, 
across the rails, and that in the latter case the forces 
between the wheels and the rails are Coulomb frictional
forces which are proportional to the normal forces and which
act in the direction of the rails.
All the information will then have been made available so 
that the linear equations of motion as well as the angular 
equations of motion can be found. This total of six equations 
corresponds to the number of variables which are: The angles 
of yaw and tilt, the spin velocity, the linear displacement in 
the track direction and the normal forces.
It is appropriate at this point to suggest that other wor­
kers in this field have not always been sufficiently appre­
ciative of the fact that considerable discrepancies exist 
between two- and three-dimensional analysis. The distinc­
tion between the two approaches is lucidly explained by 
Marris and Stoneking [9]:
There is a yawning chasm between plane motion and 
three-dimensional dynamics, and principles and 
methods learned in the context of plane motion 
appear as almost unrecognizable specializations 
of three-dimensional results. Finite angular 
displacement may be considered to be a vector 
in plane motion; three-dimensional motion 
shows that it is not a vector. Again, moment 
of inertia may appear as a scalar, perhaps 
even analogous to mass, in plane motion; three­
dimensional considerations show its true nature 
as a tensor. Plane-motion dynamics dealing 
w i t h r o d s ,  hoops, and disks generally avoids 
mention of principal axes and the use of rota­
ting coordinate axes embedded along the prin­
cipal axes of the body, even though it uses the 
method implicitly.
The new kinematical concepts required for three­
dimensional motion make the direct extension of 
plane-motion ideas to include the three-Hmen- 
sional case nearly impossible. On the o-.ier 
hand, once the fundamentals of three-dimensional 
kinematics are grasped, a new and wider under­
standing of the special plane-motion case fol­
lows immediately.
Since the three-dimensional dynamic model is far more 
complex than the apparently equivalent two-dimensional 
counterpart,it is not surprising that other workers in 
this field should have confined their analysis to two­
dimensional models on the grounds that the deviations 
from three-dimensional behaviour as the wheelpair travels 
along the straight track are so small that they can be 
ignored. These deviations may be slight, but it is ironi­
cal that these workers should then proceed to analyse 
elastic deformations, which are much smaller than the 
kinematic displacements they have decided to overlook.As 
will be shown later, the assumption that a two-dimensional 
model is adequate is not justified.
In the introductory paragraph of this chapter, the canon 
stated by Max Planck to the effect that the real world 
can only be seen indirectly was quoted. If this canon is 
to be taken seriously, it is necessary to invoke any 
possible aid to determine what could be involved in any 
particular physical phenomenon - such as the construction 
of adequate models - so as to improve the likelihood that 
the basic elements of the problem may be properly understood. 
The perspex model shown in Figure 1.2 shows in three dimen­
sions what occurs when a dicone whose surfaces taper at an 
angle of 30° is caused to yaw and to tilt. The 'rolling 
circles' of the dicone would be those circles of the dicone 
which touch the rails at the .points of contact. As shown 
in the model, these circles may differ widely in diameter.
If there were no constraints nn the motion of the dicone, 
the motion of the following points on the circumferences of 
the rolling circles would have the direction shown in the 
model. Sinre constraints do exist, such movement is not 
possj.ole and alternative forms of motion then have to be 
considered.

The application of Newton's Laws of Motion to the move­
ment of the wheelpair requires that the centre of mass 
of the equivalent dicone should be known; that is, the 
position vector, which establishes the position of the 
centre of mass with reference to a given set of coordi­
nate axes, has to be determined. But this in turn requi­
res that the positions of the points of contact of the 
wheelpair with the supporting rails should be known.
These points would serve to locate the centre of mass 
in the space. The first approach made to determine the 
contact point was mathematical, that is, the points of 
intersection with the surface of the dicone of two paral­
lel lines at the correct distance" ^rom each other should 
be found and the actual contact points would be those 
points where the two intersecting points for each rail 
coalesce into a single point, Portunately a simpler 
method (as described in section 5*4<1 of Chapter 5) was 
found and this eliminated the clumsy mathematical approach 
referred to in the previous sentence.
Information as to the nature of the forces at the points 
of contact between the dicone and the rails had also to 
be obtained. The position of the centre of mass of the 
dicone having been obtained, it was possible to deter­
mine the velocities of the surface of the dicone at the 
points of contact with the rails. Since these velocities 
are not identical with the rail velocities, it has to be 
concluded that the dicone must slide over the rails, if 
it has yawed and/or tilted. If the dicone slides, then 
the forces at these contact points must be the normal and 
the tangential forces, which act in the direction opposite 
to the direction of the dicone surface velocity at that 
instant, and which are proportional to the normal forces. 
On the other hand, other workers in this field have, 
basing their assumptions on creep theory, assumed that 
the tangential forces are proportional to the relative
velocities of the surfaces in the ’areas' of contact.
Judging by the resulting publications, all other experi­
mental work on railway hunting has been conducted exclu­
sively on ’roller rigs' where the wheelpairs rest on the 
upper surfaces of supporting rollers which take the place 
of the rails on which they would normally rest. The 
wheelpair is prevented from moving by elastic constraints 
and so the required relative motion between the wheelpair 
and the 'rails' is obtained by driving the supporting 
rollers. Apart from the fact that each wheel would fol­
low a curved path related to the surface on which it rests 
as the wheelpair yaws, there could be objections to the 
constraints controlling the movement of the isolated wheel- 
sets tested on these rigs. Photographs of these rigs sug­
gest that the supporting rollers are 'discs' rather than 
'rollers' since their thickness is minimal. Figure 1,3 
shows how contact would occur between the supporting disc 
and the dicone as the latter yaws. Whereas in reality, 
the dicone would sink further between the discs as yawing 
proceeded,the position of the disc has been raised in the 
figure so that this contact continues to be possible. It 
is true, as is inevitable in any diagram designed to show 
the importance of certain aspects of the process under 
investigation, that the angle of yaw has been exaggerated, 
yet the figure emphasizes how the motion of a dicone on 
a roller rig is not equivalent to the movement which 
would occur if it were supported on a pair of straight 
tracks. Attempts have been made to overcome this objec­
tion, but these very attempts defeat the objectives of 
the research procedure. Figure 6.2 in Chapter 6 is a photo­
graph of a test rig used at Derby [8 3 to investigate how 
a single wheelset would behave on a roller rig. Since 
the form of the constraint on the wheelpair in this case 
is such that the movement of yaw of which it is capable 
has been so arranged that the argument against the use
velocities of the surfaces in the ’areas' of contact.
Judging by the resulting publications, all other experi­
mental work on railway hunting has been conducted exclu­
sively on 'roller rigs’ where the wheelpairs rest on the 
upper surfaces of supporting rollers which take the place 
of the rails on which they would normally rest. The 
wheelpair is prevented from moving by elastic constraints 
and so the required relative motion between the wheelpair 
and the 'rails’ is obtained by driving the supporting 
rollers. Apart from the fact that each wheel would fol­
low a curved path related to the surface on which it rests 
as the wheelpair yaws, there could be objections to the 
constraints controlling the movement of the isolated wheel- 
sets tested on these rigs. Photographs of these rigs sug­
gest that the supporting rollers are 'discs' rather than 
’rollers' since their thickness is minimal. Figure 1.3 
shows how contact would occur between the supporting disc 
and the dicone as the latter yaws. Whereas in reality, 
the dicone would sink further between the discs as yawing 
proceeded,the position of the disc has been raised in the 
figure so that this contact continues to be possible. It 
is true, as is inevitable in any diagram designed to show 
the importance of certain aspects of the process under 
investigation, that the angle of yaw has been exaggerated, 
yet the figure emphasizes how the motion of a dicone on 
a roller rig is not equivalent to the movement which 
would occur if it were supported on a pair of straight 
tracks. Attempts have been made to overcome this objec­
tion, but these very attempts defeat the objectives of 
the research procedure. Figure 6.2 in Chapter 6 is a photo­
graph of a test rig used at Derby [8] to investigate how 
a single wheelset would behave on a roller rig. Since 
the form of the constraint on the wheelpair in this case 
is such that the movement of yaw of which it is capable 
has been so arranged that the argument against the use
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of a roller rig raised in the previous sentences, has 
been minimized, it would seem that the entire purpose of 
the research objective has thereby been negated. If the 
wheelpair movement is to be tested under the correct dy­
namic conditions, it would appear important that it should 
be allowed to move as freely as possible as it yaws and/ 
or tilts; moreover the path of contact between the wheels 
and the rails should be a straight line as is the case in 
the situation which it is supposed to model.
Roller Tigs are undoubtedly easier to design and maintain, 
but nevertheless, it seemed possible that the movement 
between the wheelpair and the rails could be simulated in
a different manner. Consequently, one of the aims of this 
work has been to devise what was thought to be a more s tis- 
factory form of test rig. The results which were obta ned 
here show that the required relative motion can be more 
adequately reproduced in an experimental test rig in a 
better (and original) way, namely, by making use of a rail 
simulating surfacc comprised o£ a driven steel strip sup­
ported on an air slide.
Succeeding chapters review various current and out-modod 
theories which have been proposed to explain the causes 
of railway hunting. These chapters are followed by a 
different form of analysis of the problem, an outline of 
the design and construction of the experimental test rig, 
a review of the tests run on this rig to investigate the 
degree of correspondence between the theoretically pre­
dicted results and the experimental behaviour of the 
wheelpair in the new form of rig, a discussion of the 
theory and the theoretical results and finally, by a 
summing up of what has been attempted and to what extent 
this has been achieved in this work.
- 12 -
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW AND DISCUSSION OF LITERATURE, PART H  THE 
KINEMATIC THEORY
Some concepts, thought to be so simple that they are usually 
described as 'elementary', may on closer observation show 
that the processes involved are more complex than are initi­
ally believed to be the case. It. is suggested that such a 
concept is that of pure rolling and that this requires to be 
precisely defined, if misunderstandings are to be avoided. 
MacMillan [10] interpreted the mechanism involved in pure 
lolling as follows:
Since any displacement of a rigid body parallel 
to a fixed plane can be effected by a rotation 
about a suitable axis perpendicular to the plane 
any continuous motion of a body parallel to a 
fixed plane can be resolved into a series of 
infinititesimal rotations about an axis which, 
in general, is itself in continuous motion both 
with respect to the body and with respect to th 
plane. If the motion of the axis were discontin­
uous, the motion of the body also would be regarded 
as discontinuous.
The axis about which the body is 
rotating at any instant in this 
resolution of the motion is 
called the instantaneous axis of 
rotation. The locus of the inst­
antaneous axis in the body is 
called the body centrode, and the 
locus of the axis with respect to
the fixed plane is called the space centrode« If i / 
fairly evident that the motion of the body if ju;t 
the same as though the body centrode, rigidly 
attached to the body, were rolling without alipp n - 
upon the space centrode. In order to make this 1^- 
however, imagine a series of small but finite rr:ati:ns 
In the figure let s - , s2 , s~, s., be four c: ,st . uti :> 
positions of the instantanebus axis on the f ix e u  p i 2:10 
at the instants t,, t2 , t*, t,, and b,, b.?, b,(, b ,, be 
the positions in the Body at the same instan.t1;' In the 
interval t ? -4 the body pivots on b^ which coincides
* If
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with s^. This rotation brings b 2 into coincidence 
with s2 * l‘n the interval(t^ - t2) the body pivots 
on s2 and b 2 until b 3 is brought into coincidence 
with Sg, etc. The motion is the same as the roll­
ing of one polygon on anothar. The motion is dis­
continuous at each corner, and the axis jumps by 
finite amounts. The rate of rolling may vary in 
any manner whatever, but the displacement at each 
pivot is definite. I£ the sides of the polygons 
are diminished indefinitely, the centrodes become 
smooth curves, and if the motion of the body is 
continuous, the body centrode rolls without slipping 
upon the space centrode. The instantaneous axis is 
at the point of contact of the two centrodes and the 
motion is always one of pivoting on the instantaneous 
axis.
In the case of the wheel travelling on the rail, the body 
centro'le is the circumference of the wheel ('the rolling 
circle1) and the space centrode is the rail, where it 
facilitates one's thinking if this is viewed as a straight 
line. MacMillan has defined his discussion to movement 
parallel- to a fixed plane and although it is possible to 
conceive that the body and space centrodes could be situated 
in a three-dimensional space, this would introduce considerable 
complexity into the analysis. Since the space centrode in this 
case is a straight line, it can be concluded that pure rolling 
occurs only if the rolling circle is planar; that is, the 
wheelpair has pure rolling motion only when it is rolling in 
the neutral position, mid-way between the rails, with zero 
angles of tilt and yaw.
It is useful to examine the free body diagram of the wheel as 
shown in the following discussion taken from Huddleston Ql'3 .
The free body diagram in the figure shows the 
.external forces. In reality, the wheel is 
observed to slow down, an occurrence which is
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due to the rolling resistance accompanying 
small deformations of the wheel surface and 
that of the plane at the point of contact.
This account is a fair representation of conventional 
thinking on pure rolling and yet, it is incorrect. For 
force equilibrium in the horizontal direction, the free 
body diagram should show an additional force placed at the 
centre of the wheel, equal in magnitude and opposite in 
direction to the force at the contact point. When Huddle­
ston states that in reality the wheel is obsei'ved to slow 
down, this is also theoretically correct. Since if there 
is no opposing force at the wheel centre, this force in 
effect becomes an inertial force. To round off these obser­
vations, it is necessary to note that in addition to the pure 
rolling situation, two other possibilities exist, namely:
a. If there were no force at the contact point, 
which would be the case if both surfaces 
were ideally smooth, the wheel would not roll 
and it would simply slide bodily over the 
supporting surface.
b. If the force applied at the wheel co- re 
exceeded the maximum possible friction force, 
the wheel would both slide and roll.
The preliminary remarks serve as an introduction to a theory 
originally proposed by Klingel [123 in 1883 and generally 
referred to in the literature as the 'Klingel ’theory' or the 
'kinematic theory'. It has been used by Rocard [13] "nd 
Inglis C 143 to illustrate instances of simple harmonic motion; 
however, it would appear that the mechanism of the oscillatory 
motion may be m-. ro subtle and complex than cart be adequately 
handled by this theory. The Klingel theory is prompted by the 
experimental observation that if a wheelpair with uniformly 
tapered running surfaces is so placed that it is not in the 
neutral position on two parallel straight rails, the plane of 
which is inclined at a slight angle to the horizontal so that 
the rolling friction in the direction of the rails is overcome 
by the appropriate component of the weight of the wheelpair,
7- 16 -
the wheelpair moves slowly down the rails, oscillating 
from side to side as it does so. Figure 2.1 shows this 
motion. Not only does the wheelpair yaw about an axis 
perpendicular to the plane of the rails, but it also 
tilts about an axis in the direction of the rails. The 
distances between tho centre of mass of the wheelpair and 
the points of contact on either rail alters steadily during 
the movement. What was in many ways a perceptive analysis 
of the situation was given by Robert Levi [151 , the Tech­
nical Director of the French Railways, who wrote in his 
official capacity one of the reports issued after a serious 
accident had occurred in 1933. Because of its value, a 
translation of the first half of the paper will be given:
An essential question which suggests itself 
in investigating the reciprocal'action between 
the rolling stock and the permanent way is the 
manner in which the wheels progress along the 
rails- Is there any sliding j.ssoci ited with 
the wheelpairs?
Researches made so far pose a dilemma in ans­
wering the question: the motion consists 
either of pure rolling, in which case the 
advance of the respective wheels proceeds at 
equal and parallel velocities along the track, 
or by pure sliding, characterized by a force 
of definite magnitude in the directions of the 
movement of the wheel at the point of contact 
with the rail. We proceed first of all to 
indicate briefly in what way these two solu­
tions differ from what really occurs and we 
then insist that a more accurate account of 
what is occurring should be proposed,
a separate section, we will indicate - and 
attempt to dernor ‘irate - that the wheels pro­
gress both by rolling and by sliding and that 
the combined movement extends from the case of 
pure rolling, where there is no force, to the 
case of pure sliding, where the force reaches 
a maximum value.
Case of a wheelpair in isolation. In discus- 
sv,Jtg “tKe' e7£ects~oT^"conTHTy~oT™'the tyres, it 
i^s i.ecessary to discuss how a wheelpr.ir behaves 
and to suppose that the wheels roll without 
sliding along the rails. •
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Since the rolling radii are in general differ­
ent, the trace 0 where the extension of the 
axis of symmetry of the wheelpair meets the 
plane in which the rolling occurs is at a 
finite distance p . On the basis that this 
hypothesis is adopted, the point 0 - being on 
the same straight line as the contact points 
P and Q, fixed at that instant of time - is 
equally fixed. It should be observed that the 
conicity of the tyres has been exaggerated in 
the figure for purposes of clarity. This
reasoning supposes in essence that the wheel­
pair behaves like a rigid body which is rol­
ling without sliding along the two rails which 
are equally rigid.
Does this happen in reality? Yes, without ques­
tion, if the movement of the wheelpair is ex­
tremely slow; but, if the velocity is no longer 
negligible then it is obvious that if the move» 
ment of the wheelpair is defined by the kine­
matic mode described, inertial forces would be 
experienced in the mass of the wheelpair since 
the motion is neither uniform nor in a straight 
line. These inertial forces would show them­
selves as for.tes applied to the rails in the 
plane of the rolling contact.
If the movement of the wheelpair remains the 
same at the velocities customary in practice 
as that required by the hypothesis stated pre­
viously, then this can only occur if the iner­
tial forces do not in their turn cause any dis­
placements, no matter how small these may be. 
Since nature yields no case where a force does 
not disturb the state of the system to which 
it is applied, it can be seen that the hypo­
thesis of pure rolling does not account for 
the inertial forces which would arise.
As for the hypothesis of pure sliding, this is 
only possible if the forces of inertia, trans­
ferred to the plane of the rails, exceed the 
limits imposed by the coefficient of friction. 
Below this limit the problem is indeterminate 
as it is not sufficiently defined to make a 
solution possible.
t' n ' t
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The basis fox the K1ingel theory as generally given is that 
the displacements of the centres of the respective rolling 
circles are proportional to their radii if the wheelpair has 
moved away from the neutral position. It is convenient to 
quo .e the explanation given by Rocard:
Let us take a single axle fitted with 
its two conical wheels, place it on rails, 
and cause it to roll. This is the prob­
lem of a double cone rolling on two 
wires (if we approximate the rails to 
wires), the double cone being formed by 
the rolling path of the two wheels.
Let a be the conicity (1/20 is normal 
practice) , + ay the radius at A and 
x> - ay the radius at B with r as a cer~ 
tain mean radius, finally 2h the distance 
between the rails (gauge). If the axle 
rolls through an angle about its own 
axis, A advances by (x>+ay)dij> and B by 
{x>~ay)d<.j>. As a resuxt the point Q advan­
ces by dx = r<2<j> and the angle $ increases 
by dty (in this case negative) such that 
2hdtp = difference iri displacements of A 
and B
Hence
•Scydtj) 
d\
Soy
T
ay
x'Ti*
dx.
However, dy “ tj> dx so that, differentiating 
the preceding equation, we find
(20) dx1 i
i i Srij
w
dx r/r
or
(21) dz tj> dx^ j. 0  ^T -fl « 0
The same differential equation would be 
obtained for y . Consequently both, ^ 
and y, have a purely sinusoidal oscilla­
tion with a spatial period X to be found 
from
(2 2) vs e i*e * X =
2,0 -
2/i
The theoretically predicted wavelength agrees remarkably well 
with that experienced in practice. This is illustrated by 
using the data given in Appendix 1 on page 178 where r =
0.085m, h = 0.124m and the conicity c - (Tan 5°) is 0.087.
From these figures, the wavelength is 2irr x 4.08 or 12.82 wheel 
diameters. Anticipating the results to be discussed later in 
this work, the data listed in Table 7.5 on page 141 provides an 
interesting confirmation of this figure. If the revolutions 
per second are divided by the oscillatory frequencies, the 
number of revolutions per oscillation is obtained, and if this 
figure is multiplied by the wheel circumference, the length of 
rail traversed by the wheel pair during each oscillation would 
be obtained, thus if the figures in the third column are 
divided by the figures in the fifth column, the ratios are 
found to vary from 2irr x 3.80 for the lowest spin speed tc 
2irr x 4.73 for the highest spin speed. These figures provide 
the required wavelengths and it will be seen that there is 
remarkable agreement with the Klingel figure.
The Klingel theory therefore agrees surprisingly well with 
experimentally determined values: nevertheless, there are 
some difficulties in the analysis as given which should not be 
ignored. Thus, it is essential that the angle of yaw must 
decrease if the eventual differental equation is to have the 
desired form* yet this decision as it is given in the analysis
-  21  -
as it is given by Rocard is somewhat arbitrary, since no 
reason is advanced why this should be the case. At higher 
speeds, inertial forces would cause the wheelpair to move 
in the direction transverse to the rails but the Klingel 
theory does not offer any suggestions as to what forces 
would cause the transverse movement to occur at low speeds.
What it does is to relate the distance through which the 
centre of the wheelpair shaft moves along the path of its 
motion at any instant to the radius of curvature of the path 
at that instant, but it offers no explanation how the length 
of this radius changes. If the theory were to be satisfactory,, 
some explanation should be forthcoming.
Such an explanation is possible if it is recognised that as 
indicatad earlier, the wheelpair moves in three-dimensional 
space; that is, not only can it yaw but it can tilt as well. 
Since the angle of tilt which is experienced by the wheelpair 
is small, its effect on the analysis which has been given is 
insignificant, but as the analysis to be given in Chapter 5 
shows, any change in the angle of tilt,even if it is small, 
has a marked effect on the lateral displacement of the centre 
of mass of the wheelpair and therefore on the normal reactions 
at the points where the wheelpair contacts the rails.
Before continuing this explanation, it is useful to refer to 
an experiment quoted by Klein and Sommerfeld [16] to demon­
strate how dry frictional forces would determine the movement 
of a uniform wooden stick placed on the outstretched index 
fingers of the demonstrator in such a way that the stick is 
horizontal. As the fingers are moved slowly towards each other 
it is observed that the stick first moves in one direction and 
then in the other . This movement is caused by the fact that 
as the fingers move, the position of the centre of mass of the 
stick with respect to the supporting fingers alters, the normal 
forces change and therefore the respective dry frictional 
forces at these points change. The horizontal force at the 
finger towards which the stick is moving increases and ■ 
reversal of the direction of the motion occurs as soon as 
the difference in the magnitudes of the frictional forces 
reaches the required level.
During the movement of the wheelpair, there is then at any 
instant a tangential displacement of the centre of the 
wheelpair along the path of its motion which corresponds to 
that which is the case if pure rolling occurred but at the 
same time there is a normal displacement caused by the diff­
erence in the frictional forces at the points of contact and 
it is this movement, in the normal direction which produces 
the required change in the magnitude of the radius of curva­
ture of the path. When the angle of tilt is at a maximum, 
the difference in the magnitude of the fractional forces is 
greatest, the direction of the transverse displacement 
reverses, reaches a maximum and then decreases again. A 
more adequate explanation of the observed motion is then 
possible, if it is acknowledged that the wheelpair both 
tilts and yaws.
- 22 -
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CHAPTER 3
SURVEY AND DISCUSSION OF LITERATURE, PART 2 l
CREEP THEORY VIEWED AS A PARADIGM
How scientific theories develop and change has been discussed 
by a number of academic workers, such as Kuhn' [17, 18] Popper 
[19] and Medawar [203; thus, Kuhn argues that normal science 
is a tradition-bound activity, using text books to expound 
the body of accepted theory. This process constitutes what 
he designates a paradigm, but he then notes that there are 
’scientific revolutions' when time-honoured scientific 
theories are rejected in favour of others which are incom­
patible with them. Kuhn's suppositions make it obvious • 
why anyone who questions time-honoured theories would be 
labelled as someone who 'impugns all the other workers in 
the given field5. This is hardly accurate since what is 
being questioned is the theory and not the man who formu­
lates it. Failure to tolerate free debate is an admission 
of weakness, not of strength.
Although the part played by creep forces in railway hunting 
has for the past sixty years been universally regarded as an 
acceptable (and thus time-honoured) part of theory., it is 
nevertheless possible to question whether the concept is so 
firmly based that its premises are not open to doubt. Thus, 
there are two significant omissions in the literature on 
creep in its relationship to railway hunting, the most 
important of which is the failure to recognise that what is 
being examined is a wheelpair. In its place, th^re is much 
speculation 'about what happens in the contact area between 
one of the wheels and the rail on which it rests. What is, 
however, of more significance is not what happens at the 
single contact area, but the interaction between the events
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at the two separate areas :>£ contact. This is not to 
suggest that the effect of creep at the individual wheel- 
rail contact area should not be investigated, but having 
done so, it would appear essential that the restriction 
placed on one's concepts by the existence of the other 
contact area should not be overlooked. The second omission 
is perhaps the consequence of changed views in recent years 
in pedagogy. It is now widely held that if one is to 
investigate the effect of the forces applied to any indi­
vidual element in a given system, the first step to be 
adopted in the investigation is to show on a sketch of the 
element (the 'free body diagram') all the forces \^hich could 
be supposed to act on it. In discussing the forces acting on 
the wheel, the literature on creep often refers vaguely to 
forces which may be imposed on it by spring connected masses 
instead of using a suitable diagxamatic representation.
It is now appropriate to quote the initial proponent of the 
theory of creep, namely, Carter [21] :
Interaction between Wheel and Rail. - There 
are three general modes of progress of a 
wheel on a rail, which may be designated 
respectively, rolling, slipping and creep­
ing. The first is the natural function of 
the wheel and requires no explanation.
The second also is readily apprehended as 
a form in which there is relative motion 
between wheel and rail at their point of 
contact. The third, however, is somewhat 
more recondite and requires explanation.
The interaction between wheel and rail is 
really a very complicated one - the mate­
rial in the region of the area of contact 
being strongly stressed. When the wheel 
simply rolls on the rail, the state of 
stress is symmetrical about the axial plane 
bisecting the area of contact and the resul­
tant interaction is a simple pressure. If, 
however, as the wheel rolls, a force is 
applied to it in any direction tangential 
to the area of contact, the material in 
the region of this area is deformed, exten­
ded elements of one member being successively 
brought into contact with compressed ele­
ments of the other, with the visible result
• "*
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that the wheel, besides rolling, creeps 
slowly in the general direction o£ the 
force, Thu1', a driving wheel makes a some­
what greater number of revolutions in a 
given distance than an idly running wheel 
of the same size, and the difference, con­
sidered in relation to the tractive effort, 
measures the creepage. As the tangential 
force is increased, a value is ultimately 
reached at which the surfaces in contact 
can no longer grip with sufficient inten­
sity to transmit the force, and slipping 
then commences, continuing as long as the 
force is maintained. Conversely when the 
motion and the geometrical connections 
are such as to compel creeping as an accom­
paniment to the rolling of the wheels, a 
tangential force is set up at the contact 
face. The value of this force depends 
upon the rate of creeping as compared 
with that of rolling, until a certain 
limiting rate is attained, at which slip­
ping commences, and the force becomes sen­
sibly independent of the rate. Under 
ideally uniform conditions it is possible 
to conceive an abrupt transition from creep­
ing to slipping, but with the unevenness 
of actual surfaces and the vibration of 
running the boundary between the two states 
is naturally indistinct.
Creepage. - It is convenient to define 
creepage as the ratio of the rate of dis­
placement by creeping to the rate of dis­
placement by rolling, and to adopt the word 
‘gliding’ to include either slipping or 
creeping. With the above definition, the 
creepage, within limits set by the yield­
ing of the material, is clearly proportional 
to the elastic deformation in the region 
of the interface and therefore to the tan­
gential force between wheel and rail, at 
any rate for displacements in principal 
directions. If accordingly a and a' are 
components of creepage in the longitudinal 
and transverse directions respectively, 
the corresponding components of tangential 
force on the wheel may be written -jfa and 
No data are available from which 
to determine values of f and and although 
conjecture may set limits, there is diffi­
culty even in obtaining a plausible esti­
mate, It may, however, be assumed as the 
result of experience that the stresses
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involved in creeping are not in general 
sufficiently great to cause continuous 
yielding in the materials of the rail or 
wheel-rims. This limitation appears at 
first sight to reduce the possibility of 
creeping to a very small range, for from 
tests made on standard test pieces of the 
material, a permanent set is usually ob­
tained at stresses of the order of 35,000 
lbs. per so. inch (2,500 !;g. per sq, cm.) , 
corresponding to a maximum recoverable 
strain of the order of 0.15 per cent, for 
each member, or a maximum creepage of 0.3 
per cent. As is well known, however, the 
stresses in a well-ironed surface layer 
may greatly exceed those possible in a 
machined test piece, without fracture of 
the material; and a steel which would com­
mence to yield at 35,000 lbs. per sq. inch 
in the mass, may be found to stand 150,000 
lbs. per sq. inch without yielding if drawn 
into a wire of 1/10 inch di.am.eter, whilst 
the amount of flexure that such a wire will 
stand without permanent set indicates an 
even greater limit of allowable stress in 
the surface layers. It would appear accord­
ingly that there is nothing in the nature 
of steel to prevent creepage, even up to 
1 per cent., when the surfaces have been 
well-ironed by use, and this is the order of 
most of the gliding motions incidental to 
progress along curves. Whilst therefore 
it may be necessary, in the interests of 
definiteness and in order to obtain limit­
ing forces, to assume that the gliding 
motions on curves are of the nature of 
slipping, it appears not unlikely that 
creeping is the more normal condition and 
actual slipping somewhat exceptional.
Carter's views were eagerly seized upon and have dominated 
thinking in railway hunting since 1920. An explanation as 
to why the validity of his views were not questioned may be 
found in the fact that around that time, engii ers had become 
increasingly aware of the necessity for becoming mote familiar 
with the consequences of mechanical vibratory phenomena. An 
importa.it element in the accompanying analysis of many of 
these investigations was the introduction of damping forces 
and these, fortunately, were generally found to be adequately 
represented by linear velocity dependent terms. For these
workers attempting to investigate the intricacies of 
railway hunting, Carter's hypothesis supplied the required 
velocity dependent element and this consideration may have 
assisted in making its general acceptance so wide-spread. 
Furthermore, the resulting linear equations were helpful in 
investigating the behaviour of the more complex assemblies 
involved in general vehicle suspension. However, these con­
siderations apart, there n > grounds for a more critical 
examination of Carter's hypothesis.
A detailed examination of his hypothesis yields the following 
observations:
. The first three sentences explain hov. Carter 
thought the wheels progressed ever the rails.
The explanation given in the previous chapter 
as to what was required for pure rolling to 
occur miv-, be thought to be tedious pedantry 
but in 4 <?ht of the comments made by
Cart •d appear to be a elementary
prec.. ensure that one's understanding
of what con. utecl pure rolling was well 
funded. According to him, pure rolling was 
merely 'a natural function of the wheel', a 
phrase showing little real insight. His views 
on the state of stress in the contact area 
between the wheel and rail 'when the wheel 
simply rolls over the rail' were incorrect in 
that although the state of: stress is obviously 
symmetrical about the axial plane when the wheel 
is stationary, this is not the case when the 
wheel is rolling, as will be seen if the follow­
ing argument is considered. If the surfaces of 
the wheel and the supporting rail were ideally 
smooth, any force exerted on the wheel vould as 
stated in a previous chapter cause it to slide 
bodily over the rail without rolling t-iking place. 
If the wheel is to roll, a tangential force must 
be applied to the wheel at the area of contact in 
the direction of the intersection of the plane of 
rolling and the plane in which the area of contact
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lies so that the symmetry envisaged by Carter 
vanishes and the interaction is not a simple 
pressure, as claimed by him.
b. Two principal objections can be raised against 
the 'more recondite' type of motion envisaged 
by Carter, e.g.:
i. the hypothesis as established by him 
is general?) v^gue and lacks clarity, 
thus:
'If, as the wheel rolls, a force is 
applied to it in any direction tan­
gential to the area of contact.'
Apart from the necessity that a force 
must exist in the contact area for the 
wheel to roll, it would be helpful if 
if it were revealed how the proposed 
force wns transmitted to the wheel.
ii. The basis for the hypothesis proposed 
by Carter is that as a consequonce of 
the applied force, the material in the 
area of contact is deformed and that the 
wheel then creeps 'slowly' in the direc­
tion of the force, The key word here is 
’slowly' and if the hypotho&is is to be 
thought to be adequate„ some form of 
numerical evaluation be made possible 
to test its validity. A situation, which 
although not directly related to that 
envisaged by Carter, but which nevertheless 
is sufficiently similar for a comparison to 
be made is tho belt-pulley situation which 
will now be described.
Several years after Carter had put forward his hypothesis, a 
paper was read by Swift [22] , in which the latter discussed 
the manner in which forces were transmitted by a belt wrapped 
around a pair of pulleys. Some sixty years previously,
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Reuleaux C23 I! had attempted a classification of various 
machine elements. Both the wheel-rail and the belt-pulley 
systems (which are referred to on pages 171 - 173 of his 
book) are examples of what he called a higher pair of 
elements in which force closure is necessary, if the motion 
of the one element relative co the other is to be completely 
restrained and if there is to be no sliding. However, since 
friction is often a necessary counterpart of the closing force, 
the frictional force may prove to insufficient to prevent 
sliding between the bodies and the force closure is then said 
to be incomplete. A pulley and that portion of the belt in 
contact with it (as in the cose of the wheel and the length 
of rail in contact with it) constitute an incompletely con­
strained higher pair, and in this way is kinematically 
equivalent to a lower pair of elements, since there is move­
ment between them. Here then is a situation which affords 
some measure of comparison whereby Carter's concept of 
'slow]'/' may be evaluated.
Swift suggested that although the belt did not slip bodily 
over the pulley, if the ratio of the belt tensions on either 
side of the pulley, designated as and > was less than 
epa (where y is the limiting coefficient of friction and a 
is the angle of lap), nevertheless, reached its limiting 
value over an 'active' arc, less than a, as shown in figure 
a and that it was over this arc that was reduced to T g . 
Because the belt is clastic, it stretches and, as a consequence
FigUi'j a Figure b
'creeps’, Green C. 2 4 ] gives a nummary of the theory developed 
by Swift, demonstrating that a relationship exists between 
the peripheral velocity of the driving pulley (Y^) and that of
the driven pulley (V 2) - whore; it is supposed that the 
pulleys are of equal diameter ~ and the belt tensions.
As the power which is to be transmitted by the pulleys 
increases, the idle arc diminishes -Uitil g ~ a , that is, 
the whole arc of contact becomes active Having reached 
this condition, the belt starts to slip bodily over the 
pulleys, as sugge'-fed in figure b. In a rmmeiical 
example, Green showy that for the particular conditions 
quoted by him, the loos of peripheral speed of the driven 
pulley is 1.2 per cent. This is an interesting figure in 
that it is now possible to conjecture' what might be the 
orde^ of magnitude of Carter's conc pt of 'slowly*. Not 
only i:; the rail much stiffer than the materials from 
which are generally made (the ratio of the moduli
of elasti.ci« 7  would exceed 1000) so that the extension 
possible in th area of contact would be considerably less 
but, in addition, the length of the belt in the active arc 
would exceed greatly the length of the rail in contact with 
the wheel. If the loss of peripheral speed in the case of 
the driven pulley is of the order of 1%, then in the case 
of the wheel moving over the rail, it would be incomparably 
smaller. It would appear that in using the word ’slowly’, 
Carter was sketching a type of motion, the effect of which 
was so small as to be negligible.
Many w o r k e r  have subsequently been active in investigating 
creep theory, thus, basic work has been done by Johnson [2S3, 
Johnson & Vermeulen 1120.1s, and Kalkrr [27], while the results 
of this work have been applied to rn i. way hunting by Wickens 
[ 28 , 29 3, Brami [30], Bennington 1, ; and Royer [ 32] . A 
recent review of the research into the phenomenon of creep 
is given by Heinze and Albrecht [33], where much of the 
emphasis is on the work done in Europe. To ma1 5 it possible 
fo inspect this latter work, a translation of the paper is 
given in Appendix 5. (Since the primary aim of the’ transla­
tion is i nrovide an understanding of the essential philos­
ophy on which creep theory is basc**l, the mathematical develop­
ment and some sections thought t<> he irrelevant for the pur-
poses of this discussion have been omitted.)
Several aspects of the paper by Heinze and Albrecht invite 
comment; thus, for example, it is believed, as proposed 
in the previous chapter, that in referring to the Klingel 
theory, it is incorrect to suggest that the mechanism 
involved is one of pure rolling and that, instead, it is 
thought to be a combination of rolling and sliding. The 
insistence that allowance must be made for 'spin’ (that is, 
for rotation to occur about an axis normal to the surface 
of contact) is strange, if it is remembered that the 
primary purpose of this research is to determine, not the 
behaviour of a single wheel, but the behaviour of a pair of 
wheels. If the maximum amount of creep which is possible 
before the locked region vanishes is la, then since the 
length of the area of contact between the wheel and the 
rail is small, \% of this short length is an appreciably 
smaller amount. The angular displacement of the wheelpair 
about an axis normal to the plane of the rails when the 
creep has reached its limit at both contact points would 
be the sum of these small amounts divided by the distance 
separating the areas of contact. One can only conclude 
that spin is of negligible practical importance. Another 
point is that if there is to be a locked region, then that 
part of the wheel in the locked region must at that instant 
of time be stationary with respect to the rail with which 
it is in contact. On the basis of kinematic considerations, 
it can be shown that this condition occurs only if the wheel 
has pure rolling motion over the rails and that this in turn 
is possible only if the wheelpair is in the neutral position, 
that is, if it is running mid-way between the rails. Lastly, 
it is worthy of note that the belief that in addition to the 
locked region, there is a region of creep strengthens the 
case put forward earlier in this chapter that it is possible 
to compare the wheel-rail and the belt-pulley systems.
The views of those later workers who, in their attempts to 
explain railway hunting, have based their equations of motion 
on creep forces may have been more sanguine of the extent of
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its validity than its basic assumptions allow for, that is, 
in their eagerness to use creep theo.y, they may have over-, 
looked certain of the limitations on which the theory was 
based. Moreover, it would appear possible that the theory 
itself has not been fully comprehended. In verbal and 
written discussions with those who defend the use of creep 
theory, one reaches the conclusion that if asked to support 
their views, their defence might take the following form:
1, Creepage does not pretend to explain the 
actual mechanism of what happens at the 
wheel-rail interface. It is simpl/ a 
convenient and relatively simple way of 
describing certain macroscopic occurrences 
which have been observed experimentally,
Coulomb's law of friction is a similar 
attempt to explain the behaviour at the 
interface under different conditions,
2. The creepage concept is an attempt to 
represent a particular phenomenon in 
terms of rigid body concepts, despite 
the admission that it is known that 
some deformation occurs. It is a recog­
nition o£ the fact that if a wheel rolls 
and at the same time, it is subjected to 
forces normal to the plane of rolling, 
it will creep in the lateral direction,
It is insisted that such a phenomenon 
docs occur and the fact that such is the 
case, makes it possible to establish the 
magnitudes of the creep coefficients.
These comments are given, because it is suspected that they 
are surprisingly widely held. The first claim apparently 
suggests that, somehow, in investigating the dynamics of 
railway hunting, dry frictional forces are not possible and 
that in thoir place, creep forces occur. This is strange 
if it is noted that the words 'in the presence of dry friction* 
occur in the title of the thesis (presently held to be the
authoritative guide to creep theory) which was submitted 
by Kalker to Delft Technological University* [27], Fur­
thermore, Kalker took painstaking care to attempt to 
understand what happened at the wheel-rail interface.
However, he did emphasize that the theory of the 'locked 
region" which he put forward was valu.d only for limited 
amounts of creep. What is contended in this work is that 
the conditions under which hunting occurs are outside these 
limits within which the Kalker theory is valid. This con­
tention will be discussed further in the next chapter.
If it can be shown with regard to the second claim that the 
lateral displacement or creep of a wheel under the applica­
tion of a sideways force is unlikely to occur, one is led 
to suspect that the c3aim to universal validity is„ after 
all, not so well founded and that instead, it fails to 
consider other possibilities. Although this has been said 
earlier in this chapter5 it is necessary to reaffirm that 
it is not a single wheel which is under consideration.
Instead, it is a pair of wheels solidly locked through a 
common axle. Suppose that the wheelpair is moving at 
constant velocity along a horizontally laid, straight track 
and that it is in the central position mid-way between the 
rails. The forces on the wheelpair would be as shown in 
figure 3.1. Because the velocity of the centre of mass of 
the wheelpair is constant and in a direction parallel to that 
of the rails, the forces acting on the wheelpair must be in 
static equilibrium. The tangential forces in the directions 
of the rails at the points of contact must be equal and 
opposite to the forces acting on the wheelpair shaft bearings 
and together they form a couple which opposes the bearing and 
rolling frictional moments. The normal forces at the two 
points of contact can be separated into vertical and horizontal 
components whore the sum of the vertical components equals the 
weight of the wheelpair (and attachments such as the bearings),
*. The full title of the thesis is 'On the Rolling of Two 
Elastic Bodies in the Presence of Dry Friction'.
FIGURE 3.1 - FREE BODY DIAGRAM SHOWING FORCES ON WHEELPAIR MIDWAY
BETWEEN RAILS
iM nravna
while the horizontal components are equal to each other 
in magnitude and opposite in direction. If it were a 
physically observable fact that the wheels undergo 
creepage, the lateral displacements would be in opposite 
directions, but since it is an assumption that the 
wheelpair is rigid, this is not possible. This flaw in 
the logical development goes back to the belief that each 
wheel can be viewed as a separate entity.
In concluding this argument, there is obviously a possi­
bility that there could be some conflict of opinion as to 
what is physically observable. This work has an advan­
tage in this respect in that as far as a survey of the 
literature shows, it would appear that the test rig 
constructed here is the only rig on which a wheelpair is 
able to move without any restraint being placed on it as 
to the extent to which it can yaw and/or tilt. For that 
reason it has been possible to actually observe the wheel­
pair movement and not to rely on speculation as to how the 
wheelpair might move. Observations made of how a wheelpair 
mov^s on a roller rig, for example, will not give much 
guidance; thus, as the discussion in chapter 1 shows, the 
path of contact between the wheels and the supporting 
rollers,as the wheelpair yaxvs , is not along a straight line, 
as would be the case if it were moving along a straight 
pair of rails. An even stionger objection to the use of 
roller rigs is based on the changes in the directions of the 
normal forcps. As the wheelpair travels along a straight 
pair of rails, the normal forces remain in what was des­
cribed by Carter as the axial plane, that is, the plane at 
right angles to the plane of the rails in which the points of 
contact between the wheels and the rail, the wheelpair centre 
of m?.ss and the centreline of the shaft are situated. As can 
be seen from figure 1 .3 , the directions of the normal forces 
between each wheel and the roller on which it rests, after 
yawing, will no longer lie in the axial plane. If the force 
situation on a roller rig is unlike that which occurs in the 
wheels-rails system it is intended to simulate, how is it
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possible for valid comparisons to be made? To obviate 
this disadvantage, one might have recourse to restrict the 
possible angles of yaw of the wheelpair but this would then 
defeat the object of the exercise. Nor is it really adequate 
to base one's observations on the behaviour of a wheelpair in 
a bogie since how is one to know the effect of the interaction 
between the separate wheelpairs?
Having made these points, it is possible to assert that 
several aspects of the experimental work reject the possibi­
lity that creep could be of significance in determining the 
oscillatory behaviour of the wheelpair. The wear pattern on 
the bands simulating the rails with a dicone with a taper 
angle of 30° (which will be discussed in chapter 6) showed 
clearly demarcated zones where there was pure rolling and 
where a difference in surface velocities caused scuffing to 
occur between the dicone and the bands, Creep theory would 
shed no light on such behaviour. Moreover, according to 
creep theory, a change in the character of the driving 
surfaces would cause the oscillatory behaviour of the wheel­
pair to alter. No such change was observed which is contrary 
to what creep theory would predict. Summing up then, it can 
be conjectured that the phenomenon of creep is important 
during that extremely brief transitional period when the 
wheelpair breaks away from pure rolling in the neutral 
position and then proceeds to slide with diminished spin 
speed from side to side across the rails. Why and how this 
break occurs is, at this stage, not. at all clear. Should an 
adequate explanation be forthcoming as to the cause of the 
transition, it would constitute an important advance in under­
standing wheelpair behaviour. The present work restricts 
itself to a recognition that the transition occurs and to the 
investigation of the character of the oscillatory behaviour.
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REVIEW AND DISCUSSION OF LITERATURE, PART 3:
A DISCUSSION OF THE DERIVATION OF THE EQUATIONS__OF
MOTION AND SOME OTHER TOPICS
In examining the literature on railway hunting, it is note­
worthy that, apart from the common feature that creep forces 
are invariably referred to, there is a wide variation in the 
manner in which the equations of motion for the wheelpair as 
it travels along a straight pair of rails have been developed, 
whereas .,ae might have expected that a more or less standard 
form would have evolved* The aim of this chapter is to 
comment on several of these procedures and then to refer 
briefly to other relevant topics mentioned in the literature.
Before discussing the derivations referred to, it is useful 
to examine two figures taken from Wickens C2 81;
NORMAL 
FORCE
LATERAL
CREEP
FORCE
CREEg^ 'COUPLE
LATER/
N glTl- 1AL CREEPAGE
lo n g it u d in a l  c r e e p  f o r c e
DIRECTION^  '
MOTION
. ^ 7 ‘°'1,0ns 1>om « f “re w l» "B  wollon ton bo « W lb « d  )n lorms 
dlnol creepage, lateral creepage, and spi 
> corresponding creep force* and a couple.
Figure a Figure b
Figure a shows the relationship between creepage and applied 
force, while figure b illustrates how Wickens conceives the 
various forces, as well as a creep couple, to exist in the 
contact area between the wheel and the rail. A belief that 
a creep couple will exist is a logical development if it is
/believed that spin exists in the contact area; nevertheless, 
in view of the small size of the contact area, it is diffi­
cult to envisage how such a creep couple could have a 
magnitude of any significance. The linear relationship, 
where the slope is a function of the elastic constants of 
the wheel and the rail, their curvatures and the normal 
reaction, is of crucial importance since it is this line;r 
relationship upon which reliance has been placed in develop­
ing the equations of motion. As the figure shows, the region 
of creep is not extensive and the straight line regime is 
appreciably less in extent. The question then to be faced 
is how far the existence of the straight line portion 
justifies its extensive use 'i formulating the equations of 
motion.
In order to answer the question just raised, it is necessary 
to see how creep forces have been formulated so that they 
may be inserted in the equations of motion. Here, a further 
innovation is found, namely, that whereas creep theory itself 
was concerned with elastic body theory (and as a consequence, 
with elastic body deformations), in the application of the 
theory it has been thought appropriate to make use of 
kinematic displacements in order to determine the creep forces. 
Thus the argument used by Wickens C 8 1 runs as follows:
First, longitudinal and lateral creeps are defined; taking 
the lateral creep y1 as an example:
Actual lateral displacement - pure rolling lateral 
___________________ d i s p l a c e m e n t _________________
Forward displacement attributable to rolling 
dq^ (\2 Vdt 
' Vdt
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The lateral creep force is then given as f where f 
is the lateral creep coefficient (that is, the constant of 
proportionality relating the creep force to the amount of 
creep), hence:
i
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Lateral creep force = -£»(—*.- q )
V L
According to this equation, the lateral creep force is a 
constant multiplied by the difference between the ratio 
of the lateral velocity and the forward speed of the centre 
of the wheel-set and the angle of yaw, Since these are 
kinematic quantities, it has to be considered whether this 
relationship is compatible with the premises on which 
creep theory was based.
The justification, for example, for the concept of rigid 
bodies (as customarily followed in dynamics) lies in the 
fact that the kinematic displacements of most bodies, if 
allowance is made for elastic distortion, differ from 
those which would occur- if the bodies were thought to be 
rigid by an amount whose order of magnitude, if compared 
with the kinematic displacements,would be sufficiently 
small so as to justify their neglect. Although creep 
theory has been based on elastic body theory, in the 
application of creep theory, kinematic displacements are 
used, which are of a completely different order of 
magnitude to the elastic deformation on which the theory 
itself has been founded. This, in turn, aggravates con­
siderably the restriction that the theory is valid only 
within a .limited range, a range which from the point of 
view nf kinematic displacements, (as was the case used in 
the argument justifying rigid body theory) would appear 
to be negligible.
The manner in which creep theory has been used in deriving 
the equations of notion is best seen by examining the pro­
cedures followed by some of the various workers; the 
derivations by Wickens C299 , Brann [30 and Benington 31] 
have been used for this purpose and in order to facilitate 
a comparison, the appropriate pages from these papers are 
reproduced in Appendix 6 . Each derivation will be considered 
briefly and individually, and an attempt will then be made to 
find common ground between the various derivations. For tUe 
purposes of this discussion, the validity of the concept of
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creep forces has been accepted.
Looking at the first of the derivations, that by Wickens, 
it is seen that several equations are quoted as having 
been originally formulated by other workers and for that 
reason, it would appear that this derivation is more 
broadly based than the others; further, it will be 
noted that equations 2a - 4b are aimed at obtaining a 
relationship between the running radius of the wheel and 
the natural displacement q^. Although the wheel tread 
and the rail head are assumed to be curved, the relation­
ship is eventually approximated to that of a uniformly 
tapered rolling surface so that the additional equations 
are to some extent misleading. It could also be argued 
rl'at in practice since R is very much greater than R 1, 
the effective conicity is for all practical purposes 
equal to X • A possible objection to the derivation 
of the normal reaction N and N' is that in deriving the 
generalised force Q^, a term involving the vertical dis­
placement of the centre of mass of the wheelpair has been 
included. If it is thought necessary to include this term 
in the relationship for , why is its second derivative 
ignored in the equation for N and N'?
Turning to the analysis made by Brann, the following 
comments may be made on his free body diagram (which has 
been reproduced here with certain additions):
a. Since the point of contact between the 
right hand wheel and the rail on which 
it rests is incorrectly shown in the 
original drawing, the intersection of 
the plane of the rails - which presumably 
passes through the points of contact - is 
wrongly placed. This in turn means that 
the angle of tilt is much less in the 
correct version.
b. In this work, it is believed that the only 
forces in the plane of the rails act in the 
direction of the rails. According to Brann, 
however, these forces act in the direction 
in which the wheelpair is moving. It would 
have been helpful if reasons had been given 
for this choice of direction*
c. Although and F^ are at right angles to
each other - which would appear to be correct - 
this procedure has not been followed with N2 
and F2 *
d. No forces are shown to act on the wheelpair 
shaft and since the wheelpair would then be 
unable to turn, i',. is not clear why these 
forces have been omitted. ,
Because Brantr has interpreted the forces acting on the 
wheelpair differently from Wickens , the resulting equations 
of motion are different. The same is true in the last of 
the analyses namely, that by Bennington, where there is a 
strange choice of generalised coordinates. No recognition 
appears to have been given by him to the constraints on the 
wheelpair, that is, that its running surfaces must remain in 
contact with the rails at all times. For this reason it 
would seem that q^ and q^ are related to each, other, and 
since they are not independent, they should be combined.
*
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This would reduce the equations numbered 1 - 4 to 3. As 
the last of these equations determines the wheelpair 
motion about its centreline, the remaining equations would 
then correspond to the number used by Wickens and Brann.
The equations derived by Bennington are then not comparable 
in their present form with the other sets of equations.
The equations derived by Wickens and Brann are most easily 
compared when arranged in matrix form, where the symbols 
for the variables are those used by Wickens. A further 
discussion of the matrix coefficients is made in chapter 8 . 
The first set of equations is that derived by Wickens while 
the second set is that derived by Brann:
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It is not unreasonable to suppose that if the same 
comparisons were made with equations by other workers, 
a similar difference in the matrix equations would be 
found. This is a serious matter, since in effect, the 
matrix coefficients are the raw data vaiich these workers 
use as a basis to test various theoretical procedures.
If there is no agreement about the raw data, the effect­
iveness of these developments is open to some doubt and 
it would seem appropriate that attention should be given 
to securing a widely accepted set of equations of motion. 
If agreement were then possible, subsequent comparisons 
would be facilitated.
Turning from the equations of motion, other topics raised 
in the literature warrant brief examination, thus:
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Royer [32 3 who based his theories on creep, proposed that 
the torques at the respective wheels o£ the wheelset would 
change as the rolling radii and the creep forces altered. 
Because of the differences in the torques at the wheels, 
the axle joining the wheels would twist, and potential 
energy would then be stored in the axle. This energy 
would be partly released as heat but the balance would be 
transformed into kinetic energy. As the wheelpair kinetic 
energy increased, a stage of instability would be reached. 
This theory appeared initially to be quite plausible and 
as a consequence an attempt was made early in the experi­
mental program described here to test its validity by using 
a flexible shaft. Faith in the theory was, as a result 
of the experience then gained, lost and since the incorpo­
ration of a flexible shaft was thought to be an unnecessary 
and unjustified complication, work in this direction was 
consequently abandoned.
An interesting confirmation of the comments made earlier 
in the discussion of the theory of creep is contained in 
the paper by Savage and Loewenthal [34J which dealt with 
an investigation into the requirements necessary for the 
kinematic stability of wheelpairs in free rolling contact.
't was found that unless the rollers ran true (that is, in
their plane of contact without axial displacement), axial 
thrusts occurred. Certain kinematic corrections could 
then be used to cause the rollers to return to the pure . 
rolling position.
Some of the features of the methods used in this work to 
determine the position of the centre of mass of the wheel­
pair are foreshadowed in an analysis put forward by Lomono- 
soff [73. Unfortunately this author failed to develop his 
ideas very'far and ther.e are considered to' be 
strange basic errors in his work. The figure used by him 
to demonstrate the gravitational restoring force is repro­
duced at twice its original size in Figure 4.1(a). What 
according to the data given in the figure should be the
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centre line between the points of contact, has been placed
to the left of the correct position; furthermore, Figure
4 .1 (b) is an explanatory diagram which shows that Lomono-
soff has chosen a dicone, the proportions of which are
such that the centre of the circle passing through the
points of contact B and B0 coincides with the centre of
mass of the dicone. As shown in Figure 5.5 of Chapter 5,*hthis is not, generally the case.
His conclusions based on the assumption that only gravity 
forces needed consideration, is that the restoring forces 
is negligible and he then says:
The axis of the wheels is always parallel 
to a ruler placed across the rail heads, 
ie, it is normally horizontal.
It will be shown that although the angle of tilt may be 
small, it is nevertheless of great importance in deciding 
the character of the motion of the wheelpair. Lomonosoff's 
error lies in not recognising that dynamic forces could 
be far more influential in their effect on the motion of 
the wheelpair as compared with the relatively small gravi­
tational force envisaged in his analysis. The experimen­
tal work to be discussed in a subsequent chapter confirmed 
that the transverse forces experienced during the cyclic 
motion of the wheelpair are far from negligible.
* Lomonosoff used the diagram to show that 
BH K (e+y) Tan(ii-«|0 s (e-y)Tan(v + i|i)
He then states that 
Tanijj s ^Tanu
Instead, the corroct relationship is 
Sin2ijj - ^Sin2u
V/
On approximating, the end result is the same.
1
Figure 4.1(a) : LOMONOSOFF'S FIGURE OF --- ---------- DICONE MOTION [73
Figure 4.1(b): EXPLANATORY DIAGRAM FOR
— --- : FIGURE 4.1(a)
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In concluding this last section of the review and discussion 
of the literature, this chapter has examined how creep theory 
has been applied to the formulation of the equations of 
motion by various workers. Examples of such formulations 
have been quoted and commented on. After this, the equations 
have been arranged in matrix form so as to compare them in 
chapter 8 with the matrix equations derived from the linearised 
forms of the equations developed in the next chapter. Finally, 
there are comments from the literature which were thought to be 
relevant to this thesis.
f
t
CHAPTER 5
THE DERIVATION OF THE CHARACTERISTIC EQUATIONS OF 
THE WHEELPAIR “ RAILS - RESTRAINING SPRINGS SYSTEM
5.1 INTRODUCTION
The model of the dynamic systems envisaged in this work 
was discussed in the first chapter; that is, it is a 
wheelpair with uniformly tapered running surfaces, which 
is caused to rotate through contact with two parallel 
moving rail simulating surfaces; translation ?of the 
wheelpair in the direction of travel of the rail surfaces 
is to be restricted by horizontal springs attached to 
sleeves able to slide freely along the wheelpair shaft; 
and there is no gravity force other than that of the 
wheelpair itself. As a conceptual device, the wheelpair 
will be considered as if it were a dicone.
Apart from the fact that the dicone can rotate (or spin) 
about its axis of symmetry, it has three degrees of free­
dom; that is, it has translatory freedom of movement in 
the direction of the tracks, it can tilt or rotate about 
an axis nominally in the direction of the tracks, and it 
can yaw about an axis which is nominally vertical.
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Before describing the various coordinate axes systems 
shown Vn Figure 5.1, it is necessary to mention that since 
the rails are used as the reference points in a fixed 
space, the position of the centre of mass of the uniform 
homogenous dicone will alter in accordance with the way 
its position has changed in the fixed space. In the posi­
tion of rest, the position of the centre of mass is desig­
nated as 0S . If the rail simulating surfaces move, the 
dicone moves t.o a position where the forces in the re­
straining springs are equal and opposite to the frictional 
forces between the dicone and the rail simulating surfaces. 
The centre of mass is then at 0; after yawing and tilt­
ing, the centre of mass wxil be at O' and 0 " xespectively 
(The actual displacement of the centre of mass will be 
discussed in Section 5.4.) Parallel systems,of coordinate 
axes systems will exist at the three origins, 0 , O' and 
0".
The three coordinate axes systems conform to the positions 
of the body fixed axes systems in each of the three possi­
ble cases. In the 0XiXgX3 system, the Ox? axis would coin­
cide with the direction of the spin axis of the dicone 
while the Ox* axis is in a horizontal plane. After the 
wheelpair has yawed, the body fixed axes system would be 
O’n m 2n3 (with O ' m  remaining in a horizontal plane) and 
if the wheelpair then tilts, the coordinate axes system 
would be 0 ;,gi fc,2 £;3, with O " ^  again remaining in a horizon­
tal plane. Figure 5.1 shows how the rotations take place 
from one system to the next where, for convenience, the 
parallel axes systems with the origins at 0 are shown.
The varl ys coordinate axes systems make it possible to 
establish le position of any point in the dicone at any 
stage in u s  motion.
5 •2 DEFINITION o f  t h e  s y s t e m s  o f  c o o r d i n a t e  a x e s
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Figure -5.1: COORDINATE AXES SYSTEMS
Figure 5*2: COORDINATE AXES RELATIONSHIPS
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As has been explained, the dicone rests on two horizontal 
rail simulating surfaces. For the purposes of this ana­
lysis, these are not surfaces but lines, since it is as­
sumed that there is point contact between the dicone and 
the supporting surfaces, or rails, as they will be refer­
red to in the subsequent discussion.
•5.3 DERIVATION OF THE COORDINATE AXES MATRICES FOR THE 
CASE WHERE THE ORIGINS COINCIDE
The origins of the three coordinate axes frames are made 
to coincido in Figure 5.1, while Figures 5.2(a) and 5.2(b) 
show the relationships between the coordinates in the 
various frames when this has beon ‘done. Aa explained in 
the previous section, the centre of mass of the dicone 
would move from 0 to O', In terms of the systems of co­
ordinate axes, this movement takes place by rotating the 
Oxjxx^s axes system about the Oxi axis through an angle 
4> into the O’mn^na coordinate axes system, and in so 
doing the dicone settles deeper between the rails. If 
the origins were to coincide, as shown in Figure 5.2(a), 
the relationships between the two systems of coordinates 
would be:
m  83 X j^ CosiJ) - XgSinij) Xj “ n^ Coscj) * n3Sintj>
n 3 ~  X iS in < j>  + x s C o s ^  x 3 ~ ~ n  i5 in < |>  + n a C o s ^
After the yawing movement, the dicone tilts and the centre 
of mass moves from O' 'o 0':. (The way in which this takes 
place will be discussed-in Section 5.4.3.) In terms of 
the coordinate axes systems, the O'n 1*1213 coordinate axes 
system rotates about the O’m  axis through an angle & into 
the Ong1?2€3 coordinate axes system. Again, if the ori­
gins were to coincide, the coordinates in the two systems
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would be given by:
£2 - n2.Cos0 + i^Sine 
S3 - -t)2Sine + Ti3C0s0
Hence
ri2 “ “ 53 Sin0
n3 - ?2sin0 * 53COS0
‘?r '1 0 0 " ni '1
•e2 . =f 0 Coso Sin0 H2 s 0
.53. 0 -Sine Cos0_ .^ 3. ^0
0 0
Coso Sin0 
-Sin.9 Coso
Cos^ ) 0 ~Sin<f>
0 1 0
J3in<j> 0 Cos<})
*2
*2
L*3
Cos j> 0 Sin 4> v
Sin<j>Sin0 Cose Cos <|> Sine *2
S^incfrCose "Sine Cos<}>Cos0_
' • or. \ - Lx 
where T is the rotation matrix.
Alternatively,
Cos<f>
0
,-Sxnij)
I
X H _ 
I
* 2
a
X o>
0 Sin<|> 'l 0
1 0 0 Coso
0 Cos^ _0 Sin0
0
-Sine 
Cos 0
S i
5 2
CO
U
^
 1
"Cos^ Sin^Sino Sin<j)Cos0~ "?r
a 0 Coso -Sino £2
- Sin<j> CoS(j)Sin0 CostjjCoso^
- »** 1 . .or x ~ L 1
5.4 DISPLACEMENTS OF THE CENTRE OF MASS OF THE
DICONE AFTER THE VARIOUS ROTATIONS
5.4.1 Positions of the points of contact between the 
dicone and the rails
The positions of the points of contact between the dicone 
and the rails now have to be established since once this 
is known, the position of the centre of mass of the dicone 
can be determined. This information is obtained from 
Figure 5.3, where projections are shown o:f the right-hand 
half of the dicone before and after yawing. '
These projections show that contact occurs along the gene­
rator of the cone joining the cone vertex to the lowest 
point on the dicone base; that is, in planes normal to ’ < the-plane in which the rails lie. Since it has been requi­
red that the Ox* axis, the Oni axis and the 0 ^  axis should 
always lie in a horizontal plane, the planes normal to the 
listed axes will always be vertical. The. centre of mass 
of the dicone and the points of contact will lie either 
in the Ox2x3 plane, the 0 n2r)3 the 0?2s3 planes.
•5.4.2 Position of the centre of mass of the dicone
after rotation about the 0xz axis; that is, after
yawing has occurred
In the auxiliary projection of figure 5.4, it is seen that 
the yawing of the dicone causes the dicone to settle deeper 
between the rails* The centre of mass changes its^height 
above the rails as follows:
Height of centre of mass above rails before yawing
* -(R-bTana)
'53
*
to
ft)
3bC
f t
- 5'4 “
H of centre of mass above rails after yawing
- - (R-bTanaSeccjO
"Lm  distance moved by the centre of mass from 0 to O' is 
the difference of these two heights:
00" - bTana(Sec<j>-1)
Figure 5.4: POSITIONS OF THE CENTRE OF MASS OF 
PI CONE AFTER YAWING________________
5.4.3 Position of the centre of mass of the dicone after 
the rotation about the O ' m  axis; that is after 
the dicone has tilted through an angle 9
The more complex movement oJE the centre of mass of the dicone 
is shown in Figure -5,5, where'the lower half of the verti­
cal cross-section of the dicone is represented by the tri­
angle MNC. MCN in this triangle has a constant magni­
tude since the other angles in the triangle are each equal
liim w iDjgia g i

Figure 5 .6 : EQUIVALENT ME CHANISM
5.4.4 The vectorial displacement of the centre of mass
of the dicone as movement occurs from the origin^ 
fixed coordinate axes system to the final coordi­
nate axes system
The vectorial sum of the movements of the centre of mass 
after the dicone has been moved in the direction of the 
track and has then undergone two successive rotations is
6~o" = (To + oo' + o”o-S S
where all the components of the vectors must relate to 
the fixed coordinate axes system. The position vector 
of the centre of mass which has just been derived has as 
coordinates those determined by the O'mnan 3 coordinate 
axes system, and these must then be transformed into
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by considering the motion of an equivalent mechanism con­
sisting of two pivotted links, as shown in Figure 5.6.
The link of length r is pivotted at one end to the kine­
matic pivot K and at the other end to a link of length 
R. A mechanism (not shown in the figure) arranges that 
the angular movement between the links is half the abso­
lute angular movement of the link of length r.
From the figure, since 
KO' + O’O" = KO"r-j *
then
0*0" = KO" - KO'r*j < v  <s*i
But
0 ‘ "  0
KO” = KC^ + C'OJ = rCos28 - RCose s 2rCos?0 - r - RcosQ
rSin2o - RSine 2rSin6Cos0 - RSine
Hence
“ 0 ' 0 "
O’O" * 2rCos2 0 ~ r - RCoso .* r - R a R(l“Cos0) - 2rSin20
2rSin6Cos6 - RSine 0 2rSin0 Cose - RSine
0 ' 
R(l-CosO) “ 2bCosec2aSec<j>Sin20 
2bCosec2aSec4>Sin0Gos0- RSine
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coordinates in the O'x x x coordinate axes system as 
follows:
0
0 * 0"T>
R(l~Cos0) - 2bCosec2aSec<j>Sin5 
bCosec2aSec<j>Sin2e- RSino
Cos<j> 0 Sin<j>
O'O" = 0 1 0X
-Sin<!> 0 Cos<j>
bCosec2 a Tan <j>Sin2
0
R(l“Cos0)-2bCosec2aSeci>Sin2 0 
bCosec2aSec(j)Sin28 - RSin0
R(1~Co s q ) - 2bCosec2aSeci|>Sin20 
bCosec2aSin2e - RCos<j)SinO
Hence
0S0"
Xx + bCosec2aTan<j>Sin2e - RSin<|)Sine
bTana (Sec(J)“l) + R(l-Cos0) - 2bCosec2aSec<j>Sin?-0
bCosec2aSin20 ~ RCost|>Sin0
5•5 COORDINATES OF THE POINTS OF CONTACT BETWEEN THE 
RAILS ANO THE DICONE IN THE 0"l2t3 PkANE
From Figure 5*5, the coordinate of B in the 0"g2 direction 
is given by
b2 = FB » 0"G 
» 0"C - G C
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But
GC' = BC'Sinct » 2HBSino
where KH is the perpendicular bisector dropped from the 
vertex of the isosceles triangle KBC" on to its base BC1
A  *Further, since BAC' and BKC’ both subtend the same arc 
of the circle
BAC' = JBKC' « BKH
“  a ~ 0
Hence
GC’ = 2KBSinaSinCa-Q)
« 2bCosec2aSinaSec<j)SinCa"0)
= bSec<{) (TanaCoso-Sine) 
from which
b2 = R - bSecij) (TanaCcse - Sine)
The coordinate of B in the O " ^  direction is given by 
b 3 « 0"F = BG
- BC'Cosa
-■ 2bCosec2aCosaSeC(|)Sin C«~o)
* bSec<j>(Cos0 - CotaSine)
Hence
0
R.-bSec<j> (TariaCosO-Sine) 
b Se c <j)( Cos 0- Cota Sin 0)
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Similarly
a =
1
R-bSec(|) (TanaCos e+Sine) 
-bSec<|>(Cos0+CotaSine)
5.6 •.:f DETERMINATION OF THE LINEAR VELOCITIES AT THE 
PP:>^5 OF CONTACT OF THE WHEELPAIR WITH THE RAILS
5 .6,1 Introduction
Since the running radii of the individual wheels of the 
wheelpair aAe equal in magnitude when the wheelpair is 
in the neutral, or equilibiuin position, there can be no 
doubt that pure roll inf can then occur, but it is not 
valid to assume that similar conditions exist if the 
wheelpair is displaced from the neutral position. Pure 
rolling is possible only if the wheels at the points of 
contact with the stationary rails are instantaneously at 
rest.
5.6.2 The velocity of the centre of mass of the dicone 
in the disturbed position
The position vector of the centre of mass of the dicone 
in the O'n1n2n3 coordinate axes frame was found in Section 
.4.3 to be
O'O"n
0
R(l-Cos 0)- 2bCosec2aSecij)Sin2 0 
Sino(2bCosee2a - R)
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Hence
* • 1> * 4 * V
00"x
0 • bCosec2aTan<j>Sin2 0-RSin<J>Sinr
bTana (Secijj-l) + R(l-Cos 0-2bCosec2aSectj)Sin2 0
0 bCosec2aSin2 0-RCos<j)Sin0
V
bCosec2aTan<|>Sin20 - RSin(|>Sine
bTana (Sec.(|>-1) + R(l-Cose) ~ 2bCosec2aSecc|)Sin2
bCosec2aSin20- RCos^SinS
Hence
V _d_dt
bCosec2aTan <j>Sin2 0-RSin<J>Sin&+Xi
bTana (Sec<j)-l)+R(l-Cos0)*-2bCosec2aSec!}>Sin51 0
bCosec2aSin20 - RCos^TinO
(bCosec2aSGG2 sj)Sin20“RGosfSine) ^)+(2bCosec2aTan1j)Cos20-RSin(j)CosQ) 6+Xx 
b (Tana-2Cosec2aSinz 0) Sect|>Tan<j>(j>+ (RSino-2bCosec2aSecc|)Sin2 0) 0 
RSin<t>Sin0tj> + (2bCosec2aCos20 - RCos<j>Cos0)e
5.6.3 Velocities of the surfaces of the dicone at the 
points of contact with the rails
The angular velocity of the coordinate axes frame
is
frame “ 4>G°S0 -$Sin0}
Since the dicone has a spin velocity n in the 0"s1i-25 3
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• V S  f ,
coordinate axes frame, the dicone has an angular velocity- 
given by '
' r a i c o n e  = { 6  * C o s 6  n - i s i n e }
The velocity of A as a point on the dicone surface rela­
tive to 0", namely, Yqm^ > is obtained as follows:
5
- X 0"Ar frame E
V0"A,
_d
dt
0
R~bSec<t> (TanctCos0 + Sin0) 
-bSec<j> CCose+CotciSine)
■ 0 $Sin0~n I'CosQ 0
+ n-tj)Sin0 0 ~6 R“bSec.(ji (TanaCos 0H Sin0)
-ij>Cos9 0 0 -bSec<j> (Cos0+CetaSin0)
($Sine-n) {R-bSect|s (Tana Co s 0+Sine )} “ b tj> So c<|i Cos o (Cos 0 Co t a Sin 0)
--b<j>Sec<j>Tantj> (TanctCose+Sine) +boSec<j> (TanaSijio-Cbs 0) +boSeC(J> (Cose+CotaSine)
-b j>Sec(f)Tan<j> (CosO+CotaSinO) +b0Scc<|> (Sin6-CotaCos 0) +0{R~bSec<j> (TanaCos 0+Sin0)}
n {b Se C(|) (T;ma Co s 0+S.in 0 ) - R} +R<j)SinO - b <)iSo e<|> ((Tana+Cota) Sin0Cos0+Sin?' Q+Cos2' 0}
• . 1-b <j> Sc c (jiTan <j) (Co s 0+Co tct S in 0) ~ 2 b 0 Co s c c 2a Se o|>C', s 0
v,O''A,
Cos<}> Sin<j>Sin6 Sin^CosO 
0 Cose -Sine 
-Sin<j> Cosc|)Sin0 Cos^Cose
n{bSeccj>(TanaCose*Sine)-R}+${RSine 
-btjiSectjiTantf) (Tan .Cose+Sine) + 
-^bij>Sec(!>Tan<}> (Cose+CotaSin8) +R0
-bSectj) (Cosec2aSin26+l)}
2b6Cosec2aSec$Siri0
-2b0Cosec2aSec<j>CosO
n i b (Tai^ aCo s G+Si n 0 ) - RCos (j) > + {RCo s <j) S i.n 0 -b Se c2 tj) (Cb s e c2 a Sin 2 0+1) }6 
b ij> (2 Coj e c2 aSin2 e -Tana) Secc})Tan<j)+ (2bCosec2aSec(j>Sin28 -RSine) 0 
n[RSindi-bTan(|) (Tana Cos 0 +Sino)} -Rcj'sinqvsino+(RCos <>Cos 0
■ (2bCosec2aTan<}>Cos2 0-RSin^Cos 0) 0
■2bCosec2aCos20)0
VA = V0" + V0"AX X X
n{b (TanaCos 0+SinO) -RCos<j>} -bij>Sec2 (j>+Xi
0
n{RSin(j)-bTaru|i (TanaCose+SinO)}
Similarly»
n{b (tanaCos 0-SinO) -RCosij)) -b^Sec2(|)+x1
V. 0
nfRSin^-bTanij) (TanaCos0-SinO)}
* <& • .1 
~ ' 6 4  -
In order that pure rolling should occur at the points 
of contact between the dicone surfaces and the rails, 
the velocities of the surfaces of the dicone at the 
points of contact would have to be equal to each other 
and to the rail velocities. First of all, since the 
dicone is required to remain in contact with the rails, 
it is apparent that these equations meet this condition 
since the velocities in the 0x2 direction vanish in 
both equations.
The velocities in the transverse direction, that is in 
the 0x3 direction, must vanish, since the rails cannot 
move in this direction. This is the case only if <f> is 
zero, which implies also that $ vanishes. Using these 
requirements, the velocities in the Oxj direction at 
A and B respectively must be equal to each other, that 
is,
n{b(TanaCos e+Sine)-R) + Xi - n{b(TanaCos 6-Sine) - R) + ^ .
This relationship is possible only if e vanishes.
It has then to be concluded that the dicone, except in 
the neutral position, slides over the rails and that pure 
rolling motion does not occur. This conclusion is 
confirmed experimentally by the fact that the dicone has 
a lower spin velocity when it hunts than that required 
by the rail speed; furthermore, if the rails are dusty, 
sparks are seen to fly from the contact region if the 
room in which the experiments are conducted is darkened. 
(The sparks are caused by the specks of dust being heated 
into incandescence by the energy lost as the dicone slides 
over the rails.)
5 .7 ACCELERATION OF THE CENTRE OF MASS OF THE
d ic q n b
The acceleration of the centre of mass of the dicone, agx> 
is obtained by differentiating the velocity of the centre 
of mass, as found in section -.6 .2 :
(b (Cosec2aSec2(})Sin20-RCoS(j)Sine) 41+(2bCosec2aTan^Cos20“RSin<j)Cos0) 8+Xi 
~ TfF b(Tana~2Cosec2aSinzB)Sec(j>Tan<i><jrt*(RSin0-2bCosec2aSec<j>Sin20)9 
RSin«()SinB^ +(2bCosec2a Cos2 e- RCos <j>Cos 0)0
>< *CbCosec2aSec2(j)Sin20”RCos(j)Sin0)^ f (2bCosec2aSec2tj)Tan(j)Sin20+RSin<j)Sine)(j)2 
b(j)SeC(j,Tanc() (Tancr2Cosec2a5in2 0)+bSec<j> (Sec2 cfi+Tan2 )^ (Tana-2Cosec2aSin2 0) \z 
| Rij>Sin<}>Sin0+R(j>2Cos<j>Sin0+2R<f>0Sin(j>Cos0+(RCos<fiSin0~4bCosec2aSin26) e2
+2 (2bCosec2aSec2(J)Cos20“RCos^ Cose)^ 0+(RSin<|)Sin0-'4bGosec2aTan(j)Sin20)02 
“4bCos ec.2aSeC(})Tan<j)Sin2 0 $ 0+(RCos 0 ~4bCosec2ctSeoj>Cos2 0) e2 +RSin9 
+2bCosec2aCos20~RCoS(j)Cos0) 0
+(2bCosec2aTaH(j)Cos2 o-RSin<j)Cos 0) o+x3
••■'2bCosec2aSec<j>Sin20) 0
5.8 THE FORCES ACTING ON THE DICONE
5.8.1 Introduction
The forces acting on the dicone are its weight, the spring 
restraining forces and the forces at the points of contact* 
Tho latter forces are the forces normal to the surface of

/* # •,
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the dicone at the points of contact and the tractive forces
which are in the direction of the rails. The points of
application and the directions in which these forces act are 
shown in figure 5.7.
5.8.2 The spring forces
Ideally, the horizontal restraint imposed on the dicone 
to resist the tractive forces due to the rails would be 
exerted by springs acting in two separate planes parallel 
to the 0xix2 plane on either side of the dicone, and in 
addition, these forces would arways act in a horizontal 
direction.
As a practical alternative, long horizontal tension springs 
would be attached to sleeves able to slide freely along the 
dicone shaft; in other words, to all intentc and purposes, 
the spring tension forces act in planes parallel to the 
Oxjxz plane, and distant ± B from it.
As the dicone tilts, the springs deviate from their hori­
zontal direction, but the vertical movement is small compared 
to the length of the springs. To avoid further complications, 
it will be assumed that the direction of the spring forces 
is always horizontal. In the light of this assumption* till­
ing has no effect on the spring forces (in practice, the 
effect would be negligible). Yawing and the forward move­
ment of the dicone would cause the left- and right-hand 
spring forces to bo, respectively:
-kCXi-BTan^i) and -kfXi+BTanijO
5.8.3 Components of the normal forces
The components of the normal forces in the 0 1nin2n 3 coordi­
nate axes frame are shown in Figure 4.7 to be:

T»' X
Na Cos (*+<?)
O'oo
^2,^2
Figure 5.8: THE NORMAL FORCES WITH THEIR COMPONENTS AT THE POINTS OF CONTACT
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-N^Cosfa-0) - NgCos(a + 0)
N^Sin(a+0) ~ NgSin(a-e)
The components o£ the normal forces in the 0xix2x3 coordi­
nate axes frame are:
0
Cos<() 0 Sin<|> 0
0 1 0 -{(NA+NB)CosaCos0 + (NA-NB)SinaSiti0>
-Sinifr 0 Cos<j> CNa-Nb)SinaCos 0- (NA+NR)CosaSinO
{(N^-Ng)SinaCos0“ (NA +Ng) CosaSine}Sin<f> 
“{ C^+Ng) CoSaCos0+ CN^-Ng) SinaSinQ}
{ (N^-NB)SinaCos0- (NA +Ng) CosaSin0}Cos<j>
5.8.4 The tangential forces at the points of contact 
between the dicone and the rails
In the OX1X2X 3 coordinate axes frame, the tangential forces 
at the left- and right-hand points of contact are represen­
ted by:
TA « {Ta 0 0 } and Cffi ~ TR 0 0}
If sliding occurs at each contact point (and it has been 
concluded that such is the case), the tractive force at 
each contact point between the rails and the wheels is 
that determined by limiting friction. The Coulomb law re~ 
lationship between the limiting frictional force and the
normal force at the point of contact is probably the most 
satisfactory assumption regarding the magnitudes of the 
forces at the contact points; that is,
Ta  = vNA and Tp = yNg
(where, hopefully, the coefficient of friction, or the 
constant of proportionality between the limiting frictional 
force and the normal force, is the same for both points of 
contact).
Since friction would reduce the spin velocity, it is a 
possible deduction that the rail velocity is greater than 
the velocities of the dicone surface at the points of con­
tact at all stages of the oscillatory motion and that there­
fore the tractive forces exerted by the rails on the wheels 
are in the same direction as that in which the belts are 
moving.
5.9 THE LINEAR EQUATIONS OF MOTION
5.9.1 The matrix form of the linear equations of motion
From Newton II
= Mag
X
where
SF.x
(TA+TB-2kxi)-{(NA+NB)CosaSine-(NA“NB)SinaCos 0}Sin* 
"{CNA+NlP CosaCos 0 + (Na-Nb)SinaSinO}+Mg 
Cos«Sino+ (Na-Nb) SinaCos e}
1
5*9.2 Expansion of the separate lines of the matrix form
Taking each line of the matrix for the linear equations of
-  «■ . . . .  -  V ­
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motion in turn,
(T^+Tg-Zkxj) - { (N^+Nr) CosaSinG-(N^-Ng) SinaCos 0} Sin<J)
= M{xi + Cbcosec2aSecz(|)Sin20"RCos(()Sin0) (j> + (RSin<j>Sin0 
+2bCosec2aSec2<}>Tan<|>Sin20) <j>2 + 2 (2bCosec2aSec2<j>Cos2 0-RCos<(>
* • * ^ xCosB)4>e + (RSin(j>Sin0~4bCosec2aTanij>Sin20) 02 +
+ (2bCosec2aTan<j)Cos28 - RSin<j)Cos0) 0 -<-■*.-------- (A)
-(N^+Ng)CosaCos0 - (N^-Ng)SinaSinO 
«*
= M[-g+b<|)Sec(j)Tan^CTana”2Cosec2aSin2 ) + b<£2Sec<J> (Sec2<S> +
Tanz4>) (Tana-2Cosec2aSinz0) - 4bCosec2ctSec<j>Tar'*'Sin20$e 
+ (RCos9“4bCosec2aSec(|iCos20) 02 + (RSine-2bCosec2aSec<ji
x Sin2 0)03 ...........
{-(N^+Ng)CosaSin0 + (N^-Ng) SinaCosG} Cos<|)
*»“ .M[RSin(|>Sine<j> + RCos<j>8ino<j>2 + 2RSin<j>Cose$6 + (RCos<j>Sin0 
-4bCoscc2«Sin20) 0Z + (2bCosec2aCos2o - RCosc|>Cose) 0]
...........  CCD
5.9.3. Separation of (N^+Ng) and (N^-Ng) terms
Multiplying'equation (B) by -Cose and adding it to equation 
(C) multiplied by -Sec<J>Sin0 gives:
(N^+Ng) Cosct = M[ gCos0-Ta.n<j>{RSin2 0+bSec<J)Cos0 (Tana 
-2Cosec2aSin2e)} 0 - {RSin2e+bSeC(j)Cos 0(Sec2<j>+Tan2(j>) (Tana 
-2Cosec2aSin20)) ^ 2-2Tani}> (RSineCos 0~2bCosec2aSec<j>Cos 0 
xSin2e)$0 - (R-4bCosec2aSeC(j)Cos0) o? + 2bCosec2aSec<j>Sinee]
Multiplying equatiwi (C) Sec<j>Cos0 and subtracting from it 
equation (B) multiplied by Sine gives:
(Na -Nb)Sina ~ M[gSin0+Tan<j>{RSineCoso -bSec^Sin • (Tana-2Cosec2a 
xSin2e) }<}> + {RSineCos0-bSec<j)Sin0 (Sec^^+Tan2 )^ (Tancc-2Cosec2ot 
xSin2 0) } <j>2 +2Tan<j> (RCos2 0+2bCosec2ctSet jSinvSin2 0) <ji 0 •- 
4bCosec2aSec({iSin0G2 - (R-2bCosec2aSct Coso)e]
5.9.4 The equation of motion for the mcar dicone ::ove- 
ment in the direction of the ra■?t3
The first line of the equations of mot or: derived ir Sec­
tion 5.9.2 reads as follows:
(Ta +Tb ~2]<x i ) ** ((NA+NK)CosaSinO“ (N ,“N Sin: ~oso} Sin*
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*• ,  « y  «• «* *• ** .<►
■ • lift« M{x1 + (bCosec2aSec2(j>Sin20-RCos<j>Sin0) <(> + (RSintjiSine +
2bCosec2aSeC“ (j>Tan(f>Sin2 0) ij)2+2 (2bCosec2aSec2 (j>Cos2 0~
RCos<f)Cos 0) <j>e + (RSin<j)Sine-4bCosec2aTan<j>Sin2e) e2 +
(2bCosec2aTanij>Cos2 0-RSin<|>Cos0)0}
Now
(N^+Ng)CoscxSine - (N^-Ng) SinaCos0}
=Sin0[gCos 0“Tanc(){RSin.z e+bSec^Coso (Tana--2Cosec2aSin20)} <j> - 
{RSin2 0+bSec<(>Cos0 (Sec2<j>+Tan2<j>) (Tana-2Cosec2a3in20) }ij>2~
2Tan<|> (RSinOCos 0-2bCosec2aSec<j>Cos0Sin2 0) £ 0~ (R-4bCosec2aSec<j> 
xCos 0) 02 + 2bCosec2aSeC(j)Sin0 03~Cos 0[ gSino+Tan.(j){ RSine Cos 9- 
bSec<}>Sine (Tana-2Cosec2cSin20) }<j> + { RSinoCos0-bSec<J>Sin0 (Sec2 <|> + 
Tan^) (Tana-2Cosec2aSin20) <j>2 + 2Tan<}> (RCos2 e+2bCosec2aSeci)> 
xSineSin2 0) 4p0-4bCosec2aSec<|)Sin0 02 - (R~2bCosec2aSec<j>Cos0) 0]
« -Tan^{RSino(Sin2e+Cos20) +bSec<j>(Tana-2Cosec2aSin2 0)
(Sine Cose-Sin0Cose)} <j>-{RSine (Sin2 0+Cos2 0) +bSec$ (Sec2<j>+Tan2<|>) 
(Ti\na"2Cose "2aSin2 0) (SinoCos0-SineCos 0)} <ji2-2Tan<j>{RCos0 (Sin2 0 + 
Cos2e)-2bCosec2aSec^Sin2o (SineCoso-SinoCos 0)} <£e-{RS.in0- 
4bCosec2aSecij) (SinoCose+SineCose)} 02+{RCos o+2bCosec2aSec$
. (Sin2e *../ Page 74
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(Sin2 e-Cos2 e)} 0 « -RTauc|>Sin0<j)-RSin0<f>2--2RTan<j)Cos0<}>0“ (RSine- 
4bCosec2ciSec(|)Siii20)92 + (RCos0“2bCosec2aSec^Coc2 0)0
Hence
C RCos (|)Sin0-bCosec2aSec2 <))Sin2 0) <j> + (RSin<j)Sin0+2bCosecZa 
Sec2 (j>Tan<)>Sin2 0) (j>2-2 (RCoS(j>Cos0"2bCosec2aSec2<|)Cos2 0) $0 + 
CRSin^Sin0-4bCosec2aTan<f)Sin2 0 3 02- (RSini}>Cos0-2bCosec2ctTan<j>Cos2 0) 0 
-HIan<j>Sin<j>Sin0(|>~RSin(j>Sine<i>2"2RTan<|)Sin<j>Cc>s0^0 • (RSin0 
“4bCosec.2aSec(j)Sin2 0) Sin<j>02 + (RCos 0~2bCosec2aSeC(j>Cos2 e) S i e  
"pSecaC gCosO-Tan^){RSin2 0+bSec,(()Cos0 (Tana-2Cosec2aSin2 0) }<j>
-{RSin2 0+bSec<J>Cos 0 (See2 (j>+Tan2 (Tana-2Cosec2aSin2 0)} i}>2-2Tan<j> 
(RSin0Cos0-2bCosec2or.Sec(|)Coe in.2 0) $9- (R-4bCosec2ctSeC(j)Cos0) e2 
+2bCosec2aSec(j!Sin00 ~ 0
xi +-^ -Xi “ygSecaCos0 + {RSin0 C-Cos(J>-Tarx«f>Sin<j)3 +bCosec2aSec2 <J)Sin2 0
• k+pRSecaSin2 0 + nbSecaSeC(j)Cos 0 (Tana-2Cosec2aSin2 0)} <f> 
•HR(Sin<j>5in0*-Sirn|>Sin0)+ijRSecaTant|>Sin2 0+2bCosec2aSec2<t>Tari(|>Siii2 0 
+pbSecctSeC(|>Cos 0 (Sec2 <|)+Tan2 (Tan<x-2Cosec2aSin2 e) }ij>2
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~2{RCos 0 (Cos<j)+Tan<j>Sin<jO + yRUecaTan<j>Sin0Cos 0-2bCosec2aSec2<f>Cos2 0 
-2ybSecaCoseq2aSecq)Cos0Sin2 0 }|0 + {R(Sin<j>SinO-Sin<|>Sine) 
+yRSeca-4bCosec2ctTani}>Sin2 0-4yb Cose c2aSecaSec<f> Cos 0} 9 2 
-{R(Sin<j}Cos0~Sin<|)Cos 0)-2bCosec2a (Tanfj>-Sec<j>Sin<j>) Cos2 0 
-2ybCosec2aSecctSec(J>Sin9>0 = 0
*• 2kXl +"M"Xl “VtgSecaCos 0 + {RSin0 (y SecaSin0-Sec<|O +iibSecaTanaSec<|>Cose + 
bCosec2ctSect()Sin2 0 (Sec<j>-ySeccxSin0) }<(> + {y RSecaSin2 0+2bCosec2a* 
SecZ(()Tan^Sin2Q+ybSecaP i^jjCosc'(Sec2ijj+Tan2 )^ (Tana~2Ccsec2a*
Sin20) }5>2-2{RSec^Cos0 (l+ySecaSin^SinO) -2bCosec2aSec<j> (Sec<j>Cos2 0-i- 
ySecciCos 0Sin2 e) }$6 + { yRSeca~4bCosec2a (Tan<j>S.in2 0-i-SecaSec<j>Co5 0)} 02~
• »2ybCosec2aSecaSin00 s 0
5.10 THE MOMENTS OF THE FORCES ACTING ON THE 
DICONE ABOUT ITS CENTRE OF MASS
5.10.1 Introduction
In order that the equations o£ the angular motion cf the 
dicone can be established, it is required that the moments 
of the various forces acting on the dicone about 'ts centre 
of mass should be known. The coordinates of these moments 
will be measured in the 0"g1CzE3 coordinate axes frame.
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5.10.2 The moments of the spring forces about the centre 
of mass of the dicone
The spring forces acting on the dicone were found in Sec­
tion S.8.2 to be
-k (xi-BTan<j>) and -k(xi+BTan<j>)
for the left- and right-hand springs respectively. Since 
the spring forces have been assumed to act in the horizon­
tal direction, the moments of the forces can be considered 
tc be acting in the O'n 1x12113 coordinate axes frame, The 
centre of mass of the dicone* after it has tilted through 
the angle 0 , has been displaced along the 0 r n 3 axis through 
the distance
bCosec2aSec<j)5in2e - RSinG.
The spring forces therefore have a moment about the O'ng 
axis given by:
kfXi-BTancjO {B+ (bCosec2aSect|>Sin2 0*-RSin0)Cos<j)}
-k(Xx +BTan<j>) {B~ (bCosec2aSec<|>Sin2 8“RSin0) Cos<f>}
« 2k{x* Cos«}) ( b C o s e c 2 a S e c c | > S x n 2  0 “ R S i n 0  3'-B2Tan<i>}
In the 0"|i5253 coordinate axes frame, this moment would 
have components:
2kSin0 {xi Cos(bCoscc2uSce<)>Sin2 0“RSinG) -BzTan<|>} 
along the Q"5i axis, and
2kC°s0(xiCos<f! (bCosec2ctSec<|>Sin2 o-RSinQ) -B2Tan<j)}
W l»W iiM U liiOT4TCl BTWM« HlM ir im ilMllflT?! '**Willfll ll M i l llfii lfcl i lliltlWl WiIMl ilfiW fcl l>111M lllf> (»' H iH I
along the 0"g2 axis.
5.10.3 Moments of the normal forces about the centre of
mass of the dicone
The normal forces at the contact points were found .in Sec­
tion 5.8.3 to be:
Na  - {0 -NpCose NpSino} and {0 -NgCosa -NgSina}
The position vectors of the contact points with respect 
to the centre of mass are a and b, where
-
ai r i 0 hi 0
a = a2 R-bS&C({) (TanaCose+Sine) , b ~ R-bSe&|> (TanaCos 0-Sine)
a3 -bSecij) (Cose+CotaSine) ibaj bSectj) (Cos e-CotaSine)
_  *so that some of the moments is given by
gi
g’
g3
0
a3
~a2
■33
0
ai
a?. 
”ai 
0
0
-N^Cosa +
+N^Sina
0
t>3
~^ 2
“^3 b2 
0 -bx 
b! 0
0
-NgCosa
-NgSina
a 3NACosa+a2N^ Sinoi+b gNgCosa-bgNgS ina 
-a ]N^ Siii«-i'b jN^ Sincx 
-aiN^Cosa-biNgCosa
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(a3N^+b3Ng)Cosa+(a2N^-b2N^)Sina 
0 
0
since a* = b* = 0 
The first line becomes:
-bCosaSecij){N^(Cos e+CotaSinD) - (Cos0-CotaSin0)} +
SinaCN^tR-bSeccf) (TanaCos0+Sin0) }"-Ng{R*-bSec<)> (TanaCose-SinS)
« (N^-Ng)RSina-bSec<ji{ (N^"Ng) (Cosa+TanaSinct)Cose 
+(N^+Ng)(CotaCosa+Sina)Sine}
= R(N^-Ng) Sina-2bCosec2aSectf>{ (N^-Ng) SinaCose + (N^ -i-Ng) Cos a Sin 0}
*'• = p1CR CNA“NB^Sin'x"‘2bCosec2ai- CNA“NB^SinaCoS0
+ (NA+NB)CosaSine}D
= R[ gSinO’t-Tamj) {RSin0Cos 0~bSe c<}>Sine (Tanct-2Cosec.2aSin2 0) H H' 
{RSineCos e-bSec^Sine (Sec2<j>+Tanz <|>) (Tanct“2Cosec2aSin2e)} (j>2 + 
2Tan<J>(RCos2e+2bCosec2aSeccj>Sin0 5in2 0) $0~4bCosec2aSec<j>Sin0 02- 
(R-2bCosec2ctSec<j)Cos0) 0‘]~2bCosec2aSecc|> [ jgSin0+Ta/*<{>{ RSinQCose- 
bSec<|>Sin0 (Tanot“2Cosec2aSin?*o)} <|i + {RSin0Cos0-bSec<)>Sin0 CSec2 <}>+•
Tan2 <j0 CTana-2Cosoc2aSin2 0)} |2 *2Tan (ji(RCosz0*K2bCosec2aSec<|>SineSin20')$e-
4bCosec2cu../ 79 I
V
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»*4bCosec2aSec<j>Sin0 02- (R-2bCosec2aSec(f)Cos 0) 6]Cos0 + [ gSin0- 
Tan<j> {RSin2 0+bSec<j>Cos 0 (Tana-2Cosec2aSin20)) (j>-{RSin20 + 
bSec<|>Cose (Sec2<j>+Tan2 <j>) (Tsna-2Cosec2aSin2 0) } (J2-2Tan(f> 
(RSineCos0-2bCosec2aSec:(j)Cos0Sin2 0) £e- (R-4bCosec2aSec^Cos 0) 02 + 
2bCosec2aSeC(j)Sin00]Sin0 = g(RSin0-2bCosec2aSec<j>Sin2 e) +
[RTan<j){RSin0Cos 0~bSec<j)Sin0 (Tana-2Cosec2aSin2e)} •'-2bCosec2ax 
xSec<((Tan <|» {- RSinOCos2 0+RSin3 0+bSec.<j> (Tana~2Cosec2uSin?-0) 
(SinoCoso+SinoCoso))] <j> + [R{RSin0 Cos0-bSec<j>Sine (Sec2iji+Tan2 <j>) 
(Tana-2Cosec2aSin20)} +2bCosec2aSec<j>{-RSin0Cos2 0 +RSin36 + 
bSecij)(Soc2(j>+Tan2(|)) (Tana-2Cosec2aSin20 ) (Sin0Cos0+Sin0Cos0) >]^2 + 
2Tan<f>[R(RCos2 0 + 2bCosec2 aSec<j>Sin0Sin2 0) +4bCosec2aSeC(jj{-RCos 30 + 
RSin20Cos0-2bCosec2aSec<j)Sin20 (SinoCose+SinoCos 0 ) ] <j>0 + 
[~4RbCosec2aSec<j>Sin0 + 2bCosec2aSec<|>{4bCosec2aSec<j> (Sine Cos 0 - 
SinoCos 0) +RSin0] o?- + [ -R2 +2RbCosec2aSec<j>Cos e + 2RbCosec,2aSec^)Cos 0“ 
4b2 Cosec2 2aSoc2 (j> (Cos2 0 +Sin2 0 ) ] 0 " g(RSin0-2bCosec2aSec,())Sin20) + 
Tan(j)[R2 Sine Cos 0-RbSec<t){Tana-2Coscc2aSin0 (3Sin2e--l) } + 
2bzCosec2aSoc2 (|)Sin2 0 (Tana-2Coscc2aSin? 0) ] <t> + CR2 Sin0 Cos 0- 
RbSecr|){Sin0 (Sec2 (fi+Tan2 tj)) (Tana-2Cosec2aSin2 0) +2Cosec2aTan^
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Sine Cos2 e j +2b2Cosec2aSec2 <j>Sin2 e (Tana-2Cosec2aSin2 e) (Sec2<|> + 
Tan2 tj>) ] <fi2 +2Tan<j>[R2Cos2 e + 2RbCosec2aSec<j>Cos e(4S:ln2e-l) +
4b2Cosec2 2aSec2 <j)Sin22 el 4>0-2RbCosec2aSec<j>Sinee2- 
(R2-4RbCosec2aSec<j>Cos0 + 4b2Cosec?'2aSecz 4>) 0
5.10.4 Moments of the tangential forces at the points
of contact about the centre of mass of the dicone
From Section 4.8.4,
T a  = { T a  0 0} and T B = { T „  0 0} 
x x
The tangential tractive force at the left-hand point of 
contact then has components in the O " ^ ^ ^  coordinate 
axes frame:
C05<j> 0 -Sine V TACoS(|)
Sin^Sine Cose CosijiSine 0 T^ Sin.{iSin0
Sin<}>Cose -Sino CosijiCose 0 TASinijjCoso
Similarly, the tangential tractive force at the right-hand 
point of contact in the 0T*gj ?3 coordinate axes frame is 
the column vector
Tb 3 {TgCoSfji T^Sin^Sino T^Sin^Cos0} ■
Hence the sum of the moments of the tangential tractive 
forces about the centre of mass of the dicone is given 
by:
0 “ a 3 a 2 T A Cosij» 0 ” b 3 b 2
- *
g x  = a 3 0 " a l j T A S i n < | ) S i n O + b 3 0  - b
~ a 2 a l 0 p T A S in c f> C o s 0 ~^2 b j  0
TgCos<f) 
TgSiri(j)Sin0 
TgSin<l)Cos 0
Tasini (a2Cos6“a3Sin0)+TgSimj) (b2Cos8“b3SinB) 
CoS(j)(TAa 3+ Tgb3)
-Cos*(TAa2 + TBb2)
Sin^ C CoseCTA{ R-bSec(j) (TanoCoso+Sine) > + Tfi{ R- bSeoj> (Tarn Cos 6 
Cos (ft {-T^ bSecq) (Cos 0+CotaSine) + TgbSec(j>(Cos JCotaSine)}
-CostjtCT^  R-bScctp (TanaCosO +SinG)} + Tg{ R-bSec4> (TanaCosQ-SinO)} ]
-Sin0)} ]~bSec(fiSin0{“TACCos0+CotctSin8) +Tg(Cos0~CatctS.aiO)}]
(T^ +Tg) (PSin^ CosO+2bCosec2aSina+QSin«~0Tan<!>) 
•■bf C y r B) CotaSin0+(Ta-Tb) Cos0}
-R(Ta+Tb) Cos (jt+b {(TA+Tfi) Tam Cos 0+(T^iy Sine}
(Na+Nb) (RS i.ni|) Co s 0 ■ t- 2 b (!o s o c 2 a S ina+0 S i  net - 0 Ta n <1))
~ \i -b{ (NA+NB)CotaSinO + (NA-NB)CosO)
_“R(Na+Nb) Cos(|)+b{ (Na+Nb) Tana Cos 0+CNA“Ng) Sin 0)__
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Taking each line in turn,
ic * "g,p = yM CgCos0-Tan<|>{RSin20+bSec<j>Cos0 (Tana-2Cosec2aSin20) }<)>- 
{RSin2 0+bSec(|> Cos b (Sec2<j>+Tan2i|0 (Tana-2Cosec2aSinz0)} ty2- 
2Tan<j) (RSin0Cos0-2bCosec2aSeci|)Cos0Sin2 0) <ji 0- (R-4bCosec2a x 
Sin20) 02 + 2bCosec2aSeC(()Sin0 0 3 (RSin <|> Cos0+2Cosec2aSiria + e" 
Sina-eTant))) Secct
g£ - - y b { C o t a S i n 0+CNA~Ng)CosO}
= -ybCoseca{(N^+N^)CosaSin0 +(N^- Ng)SinaCos6}
Now
Fl{ CNA+NB)CosaSin0 + (NA-NB)SinaCos0}
= Sin0[ gCos 0-Tan<|){ RSin2 0+bSeci|) Cos 8 (Tana~2Cosec2ctSin20) > <j)- 
{RSin2 0+bSeci()Cos 0 (Scc2<ji+Tan2 (|>) (Tana-2Cosec2ctSin2 0)} 4>2 - 
2Tan<)> (RSin0 Cos O- 2bCosec2aSec<|)Cos0Sin20) <j>0- (R-4bCosec2a * 
SecijiCos 0) e2 + 2bCosec2aScc^Sine 0 ] +Cos0L gSine+Tan<j>{ RSine Cos 0­
* *bSeci()Sin0 (Tana-2Cosec2aSin20)} <)>+{ RSinoCos 0-bSec^Sino (Sec2ij> + 
Tan2(ji) (Tanot-2Cosec2aSin2 0)} |2 + 2Tan<j) (RCos2 0 + 2bCosec2aSec<j> x 
Sin0Sin2o) ^ 0-4bCoscc2aSeC(j)Sin0 02“ (R-2bCosec2aSecij)Cos0) 0] 
so
g ^  = -ybMCosecaC gSin2e+Tan<(){RSin0Cc520“bSec^Sin0 (Tana- 
2Cosec2aSin2 0) <J) + {RSin0Cos2 0~bSec<}>Sin2 0 (Tana~2Cosec2aSin2 0 ) x 
(Sec2<ji+Tan2 <j>)} |2-2Tan(j) (RCos&Cos2 e~2bCosec2aSec<|>Sin22 0) |e- 
RSinee2- (RCose-2bCosec2aSec(j)) 0]
gj = -yCR(NA +NB)Cos,|,-b{ (NA+NB)Tana Cos0 + (NA-BB)Sin0>3
3
» -yMRSecaCos^CgCose-Tan^tRSin2 e+bSec^Cose(Tana- 
2Cosec2aSin2 e)} $-{ RSin2 e+bSec^Cose (Sec2^-Tan2 <|>) (Tana- 
2Cosec2aSin2 e)}|2 -2Tan(j> (RSine Cose ~2bCosec2aSe C(j> Cose Sin2 9)4, e- 
(R-4bCosec2aSeC(j,Coso)q2 + 2bCosec2aSeC(j,Sinee]+yMb£TanaSecax ' 
Cos0[gCos0-Tan<j>{RSin2 0+bSec<j)Cos0 (Tanct“2Cosec2aSinz0}}<j>- 
{RSin2 0+bSec<j>CosG (Sec2 <f>+Tan2 <}>) (Tana-2Cosec2aSin20) } \2- 
2Tan<l> (RSineCos 0~2bCosec2aSec,4>Cos0Sin2 0) $e~ (R-4bCosec2a><
• *■»
Sec<jiCos0) 8 2 + 2bCosec2aSec<|>Sin0 0 3+CosecaSin0[ gSin0+Tan<]>x 
{RSin0Cos6-bSec(|>SinB (Tana-2Cosec2aSinz 0 ) }^ + { RSin.GCosO- 
bSec<i)Sin0 (Sec2 <j)+Tan?,<{>) (Tanu~2Cosec2aSinz 0 ) }$z +2Tan<|>
(RCos2 0 •i-2bCosec2aSec<|>SinGSin2 0) <j>G-4bCosee2aScc<}>Sin0 02“ 
(R-2bCosoc2aSec^)CosO) 0 j ']
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grj,^ = yMCg{~RSoca"os<j>Cose+b(TanaSecaCos2 0+CosecaSin2 0) +
Tan<|>{ R2 SecaCos<}>5i.n2 0+RbSecaCos 0 (Tana-2Cosec2aSin2 0)
RbSin2 0Cose (Coseca-TanaSeca)-bzSec<}> (Tanot-2Cosec2aSin20) x
♦ «
(TanaSecaCos2 0+CosecaSin2 0) > <)> + {R2SecaCoS(|>Sin2 0+RbSecaCosex 
(Sec2(jt+Tan?-(()) (Tana~2Cosec2aSin20) + RbSin2 0Cos0 (Coseca-TanaSeca}- 
b2Sec(ji (Tana-2Cosec2aSin20) (TanaSecctCos20+CosecaSxn20) }^2 + 
2Tanc|>{R2SecaCos<{>Sin.0Cos0~2RbCosr c2aSec«Cos 0Sin2 9+2ftb (Coseca- 
TanaSeca) Sin0Cos2 0 + 2b?Cosec2aSec<j>Sin20 (TanaSecaCos2 6 +
CosecaSin2 0) } 4.0 + {R2SGcaCos(j)-4RbCosec2aSecaCos G-RbTanaSecaCos 0 + 
4b2Cosec2aSec<j> (SecaTanaCos2 0-CosecaSin2 0) } 02~b{ RSinQ (2Cosec2ax 
Seca+Coseca)-2bCosec.2aSec(()Sin0Cos0 (TanuSeca+Coseca)} 0]
= yM[ g{b (Coseca-2SoccxCot2aCos2 0) -RSecaCoSfjsCose} -i-TaA(|){ R2Seca?«
Cos (J)Sin2 0+RbSecaTanaCos 0Cos2 0“b?-Sec<|> (Tana-2Cosec2aSin20) x
• *
(TanaSecaCos2 0 i-CosecaSin2 0) }<i) + {R2SecaCos<j>Sin2 6+RbSecaCos 0x 
(Sec2<i>+Tan2<|>) (Tana~2Cosec2aSin2 0) +RbTsecaCot2aSin2 0Cos0- 
bzSec<fi (Tana-2Cosec2«Sin20) (TanaSecaCos20+CosecaSin2 0) }f- + 
2Tan^R2SecaCos<j)Sin0Cos0-4RbSecaTanaSin0Cos2 e+2b2 Cosec2ax
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SecaCos 0Sin 26(TanaSecaCos2 0+CosecaSm2 0)}|0 + {R2SecaCos e~
RbSecaCos 0 (4Cosec2a-Tana) +8b2Cosec2aSecaSina + ,dSina™ 8} 02~
*#
b{ Rsin0 (2bCosec2aSeca+CoseccO“4bCosec22aSecaSec<j> Sine Cos 0} 0]
Again, these equations will be used to complete the equa­
tions of angular motion.
5.13. THE EQUATIONS OF ANGULAR MOTION
5.11.1 Derivations of the equations of angular motion
The angular velocity of the 0"giC2?3 coordinate axes frame 
was given in Section 5.6.3 as the column vector
w „ - {0 <ftCos0 ~<f>Sin0} 
eframe
The column vector for the dicone angular velocity was
*“  . f t
= {0 <f>Coso n-^Smo}0)
edicone
The moment of momentum of the dicone, h, is then given 
by:
Ji 0 0
h ® Ju . = 
edicone o Ja
0
0 0 J
0
<|>Cose
n-fSine
jxh
Jz+Cose
|y3(n~<j>Sin0)
The sum of the moments of the forces applied to the dicone 
about its centre of mass equals the time rate of change 
of its moment of momentum, that is,
i* - A = ■
- J& + nJca
where
i *  » s i i  ■
^  ’fcll
is the moment of the i force applied to the dicone
about its centre of mass and where
0 -u3 0)2 0 |>Sine ^Cos 0
a ~ w3 ") -wi “^Sin0 0 -0
0 *-5>Cos 0 6 0
Jl 0 0
G J?. 0
0 0 J
<j>CoS0 - JoSine 
n-(j)Sin6 - ^eCose
0
— <f> Sin 0 
~<f>Cose
<}>Sin0
0
*
0
(i>C05 0 
»
• 0 
0
Jl 0
J2 4>Cos 0 
J 3 (n-<j>Sin0 )
.f-r
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Ji e + (J2-J3) <j>2SineCos e+J3n^Cos e 
*• » , t » 
J2 <|'Cos0 + (J3-J2~Jj.) <j>eSine-J3n0 
J3n-J3<|)Sin0-J3 <j)0Cos0+ (J2“Ji) 410Cos 0
*» #
J" 1 0 + C 1 “*J3D $2SineCos e+J^n^Cose 
Jj>0Cos0+(J3“2Jj) |oSin0-J ,ne 
J 3 (n-(j)Sine-^eCos 0)
where, because of the symmetry of the dicone. about its 
major axis,
J 2 = Ji
5.11.2 The de/elopment of the equations of angular 
motion
The first line of the matrix equation is
$j{*Ji*0 + («Jri-J3) $2Siii0Cose+J 3n$CosO>
<= g(kdin0-2bCosec2otSec<j>Sin2 e )  +Tan^ C K2 Sine Cos o-RbSec^ -.: 
{Tana-2Cosec2aSino (3Sinz e - 1 )  }+2bzCoscc.2aSec2 <j>Sin20 (Tana- 
2Cosec2aSin2 e) 3 <f>+CR2Sin0Cos e-RbSec<j>{ 2Coscc2aTan$Sin0Cos2o+ 
SinO (Sec2 4*+Tan?- <j>) (Tana-2 Cos ec2 a Sin2 0) }+2b2 Cosec2aSec2c|>Sin? >■>*
(Tana~.../8 9
h i
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(Tanot~2Cosec2ctSin20) (Sec2 <j>-*-Tan2 <j>) E I2 + 2Tam}>[R2Cos20 +
2KbCosec2aSec<j>Cos0 (4Sin2 0-1) +4b2Cosec2 2aSec2(j>Sin220] 
2RbCosec2ctSec<j)Sin0 02 - (R2-4RbCosec2aSec<j>Cos0+4b2Cosec22ax
Soc2 <ji) 0+ySeca[ gCose-Tan${RSin%+bS«?c<j>Cos 0 (Tana~2Cosec2otSin2 0 )]<)>“
{RSin2 0+bSec(})Cos 0 (Sec2ij>+Tan2$) (T£,na-2Cosec2otSin2 0) }|2-
2Tan$ (RSin0Cos 0-2bCosec2oSec^ Cos 0Sin2 0) <j>0- (R-4bCosec2ctS.in2 0) 02 +
2bCosec2aSec((iSin0 0 ] (RSin<f>Cos 0 + 2bCosec2ctSinct-,-0Sina*-0Tan<j>) +
2kSin0{ X], Cos<{> (bCosec2aSec<J)Sin2 0-RSin0)-B2Tan(j)}^ ,
The second line o£ the matrix equation is
;-r{J2(|)Cos 8 + (J3“2J1) $eSine--J 3ne}
53 -jibCosecaC gSin2 0+Tan(f){RSin0Cos2 0-bSec<|)Sin2 0 (Tana-
•• .
2Cosec2aSin2 0) 4i + tRSin0Cos2 0'“bSec.(j)Sin2 0 (Tana-2Cosec2aSin2 0) x
(Sec2 <j)+TanZ(})) }|2-2Tan(() (RCoseCus2o~2bCosec2ctSec<}>Sin22 0) £0- 
RSinO 02“ (RCosG“2bCosec2aScCi|i) 0 .1+-^ - (xi Cos <f> (bCosec2aSeci)>Sin2 0-
RSine)-B2Tan<|>}
The last line of the matrix equation is as follows:
■^(n-cj) Sin 0- 1^ 0 Cos 0)
Tg{b(Cosec .../89
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“ jjr<r{b (Coseca-2 SecaCot2 aCos''OJ--RSecaCo3 <}>Cos0 }+Tan<j>{R2Secax 
Cos<|>Sin20 +RbSecaTanaCosQCos2G-b2 fTana-2Cosec2aSin28)x  
(TanaSecaCos^ j+CosecaSin2 0)} <j>+{R2 SocaCos4>Sin2 0+RbSecaCosOx 
(S e c 2 <f> + T a n 2 ip) (T a n a ~ 2 C o s e c 2 a S i n 2 0 ) + Rb S e c a C o 1 2 u 3 i n 2 0 C o s 0 - 
b 2 Sfic2 <j>(Tana-"2 Cosec2 aSin2 0 ) f ‘ aCoSuC,os2 C»+Cosecuf>:in2 o)} ^>2 + 
iii''’n^{R2SecaCos $Siu f)Cose-4RbSc^aTanaSinoCos2 o + 2b ? Cosec2 a 
Se c a Co 5 , , 'I in 2 0 (T an a Se < tv C.o 2 9 + Co s e c a S i 11? o 3} | C ■* S e c a {R2 C o s o “
Rb Co s e (4 C o s o c ?. t -Tana) 1 8 b 2 Cor. e c, 2 a S in a * 0 S i n« - o }0 ^  bSecaSine*
•*
{R ( 2bCos ec 2a Seca +Cos eca) -4bCosec? 2 a Sec 4> Cos 0)03
These equations will be discussed in the succeding sections.
s'12 ‘IIIE jPREQI.S-NCY OR CHARACTERISTIC EQUATIONS BOR THE 
PI CONE- RAIL ii • BE STRAINING SPRINGS DYNAMIC SYSTEM.
5.12.1 The linearisiiig o£_ I he quaI ions of motion
The equations of motion which have boon derived are lengthy 
and involved functions of the three variables and the var­
ious derivatives of these variables. These variables are 
j-i , <J> and 0 . In an attempt to derive appropriate meaning 
from e.e equations, it is p< rtinent to investigate the 
behaviour of the rvstem when thiw;e variables are small 
and whose first order changes m  magnitude are regarded
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as being o£ much greater significance than quantities of 
second and higher order in smallness of magnitude. If 
only first order changes of magnitude are allowed for, 
the three equations of angular motion reduce to (taking 
into account that Jg - Ji)’-
ile + = g(R-4bCosec2ct) 6 ~ (R-2bCosec2a)2 e
+ ygSeca (R+bTana) <J>
- |^-n0 - -2ngbCosecae + pbCoseca(R~2bCosec2cO 
2k,B2<f>
j^ -n = ngSeca{ (Cota-2Cot2a)b~R}
M
J
The remaining equation is that for the linear movement 
of the dicone in the directions of the rails* This reduces 
to:
Xl + __x = ygSeca
5.12.2 The characteristic equations of the system
In their linearized form, the equations of motion show 
that there is no coupling between the linear motion of 
the dicone and the angular motion; that is, the linear 
movement of the dicone along the track is not affected 
by the rotary movement of tuo dicone, and that the con­
verse is also true. The first two equations for the angu­
lar movement relate to the two degrees of rotary freedom 
of the system (that is, the ability of the dicone to tilt
and to yaw), while the last of the equations for the angu­
lar movement shows that, in the linearized form, the rate 
of change of the dicone speed is independent of the yawing 
and tilting movements. Since the amount of change of spin 
speed would be a first order variable in smallness, this 
change does not alter the linearized forms of the first 
txtfo equations. To resolve these equations, suppose that
6 = Qes  ^ and <f> ~
The first two equations for angular movemert can then be 
written in matrix form follows:
{^ 4- + (R'-2bGosec2a)2 }s2 + g(4bCosec2a-R)
I
J
ybCoseca CR”2bCosec2«)s?- - -j^ ns + 2ygbCoseca
J 3 
TT - ygSecct(R+bTana) Y G
Jisa
IT M $ 0
It is convenient to designate the term 2bCosec2a-R as R 
and likewise the expression
* 0 )
Jj +M(R-2bCosec2cO*(=J1+MOR*)2)
as The characteristic determinant for the equations
of angular motion is
T*
^•s2+ g(2bCosec2a+R*)
T
“ybR*CasecaS2 - -^ns+2ygbCoseca
J3ij|ns - pgScca (R+bTana)
iis2 +2tof. 
irs W
a 0
(1) This form of R* has been adopted since 2bCosec2ot>R,
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so that the characteristic equation is then:
+ ~3-nybR*Coseccts3 + {^ }-?(2bCosec2a+R*) +
+ ” 2MzbR*Cosec2a(R+bTana)}sz - ^ png{RSec
+ bCoseca (1 + Sec2a) }s + ^^~g(2bCosec2a+R*)
+ 4yzgzbCosec.2a (R+bTana) - 0
The characteristic equation has been used in Appendix A2 
to determine the theoretical frequencies for the system 
on which the experimental \\rork was done in order that a 
comparison could be made between the theoretical and 
experimental values.
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CHAPTER 6
DESIGN OF THE TEST RIG (WITH A DESCRIPTION OF 
SUBSEQUENT MODIFICATIONS)
6.1 INTRODUCTION
In an ideal experimental arrangement, a wheelpair would 
be caused to t -ive! along a pair o£ equidistant, uniform 
and parallel straight rails. The behaviour of the wheel- 
pair as it travelled along the track would be observed, 
and this method was actually used by Davies [25] in 19 39.
A model four-wheeled vehicle was caused to travel an 18,3m 
long track with the rails spaced at 24.5 mm. The model 
was either pulled along the track with a length of string 
or propelled forward by i rubber rope catapult,
wi ,'icient slope on the track for the vehiclc ■
main, *ts speed. Since the path followed by the i • 
was traced I y a stylus on waxed paper laid between the 
rails, this experimental method is reminiscent of the use 
of a Fletcher's Trolley to demonstrate the acceleration 
of a falling weight. These model tests were followed by 
full scale tests whioh were conducted on a specially 
built standard gauge, 182*9 m long track, where the path 
followed by a single wheel pair, or a bogie, was traced 
onto a board (fixed outside the rails) by a small spring 
loaded recording wheel. .Since the coutroj. of the wheel­
pair possible in such an experimental procedure was far 
from ideal, it was soon abandoned. Whereas the results
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from the two kinds of experiment, model and full-scale, 
were similar, it was not feasible to lay the full scale 
track with the accuracy possible for the model test so that 
inequalities showed up in the full scale tests.
The kinematic equivalent to letting the wheelpair roll along 
the rails is to restrain it and to let the rails move instead. 
A problem then arises as to how the rails are to be satis­
factorily simulated. Over the past twenty-five years, the 
accepted method of simulating the rails has been to use rol­
ler rigs, whose nodus operandi is shown in Figure 6.1, which 
is taken from Althammer [26], This article describes the 
latest plant at Munich and compares it with various other 
installations. Photographs of a relatively small test rig
Figure 6.1: POSSIBLE DEGREES OF FREEDOM OF ONE TEST 
PLANT ROLLER UNIT
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and of a full scale test rig are shown in Figure 6.2 and 
Figure 6.3 respectively.
Roller rigs are a form of environmental testing, regarding 
which Grootenhuis in his preface to Salter [373 says:
The assessment of the dynamic responses of 
every part of the system, however, is very 
much more difficult and uncertain than its 
counterpart, static stressing. ...Away out 
of this impasse is to observe the behaviour •
of the system during a dynamic test and .•
much of environmental engineering is con­
cerned with testing systems under simulated 
service conditions. However, does the ob­
server really understand what he is observ­
ing and how can he be guided to make the 
right deductions?
Salter adds to this:
There is a large range of equipment, extend­
ing from micro-miniature components to major 
sections of spacecraft, which it has become 
fashionable to subject to a 'vibration-test* 
at some stage in its design or production.
He then proceeds to discuss how it is possible to misinter­
pret what one sees and adds:
We may see some grounds for the disrepute 
into which certain methods of vibration- 
tests have fallen.
It is apparent from these discussions on environmental test­
ing that any form of such testing should ensure that the 
model envisaged during the test corresponds to the reality 
i£ is attempting to reproduce. Comments wore made towards 
the end of Chapter 1 that the manner in which the wheelpair 
moves on a roller rig is different from the straight path 
which it would follow if it were travelling along rails. 
There has boon some disquiet among railway engineers about 
roller rigs; thus various types of tost rigs were d;' ,ssed 
at the International Railways Congress in '1969 and it tfas
i
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then stated in a report H 3S3 that
Generated data that has no meaningful 
counterpart in the real world is use­
less and misleading.
What is possible is that in the minds of the users of these 
rigs, a different form of motion is envisaged and for that 
reason the details of the experimental rig shown in Figure
6.2 (as given by Wickens [83) calls for examination:
The figure shows a one-fifth model elastically 
restrained wheelset. The wheelset has coned '
wheels with a whe. tread circle radius of
10.2 cm* and a tap'r ratio of 0.05. The elas­
tic restraint is provided by a light alio/ 
tube 3.91 m long, which is pivotted at one 
end and attached to the wheelset at the other.
The wheelset is supported on a roller which 
is driven by a constant speed electric motor 
through an electro-magnetic induction coupling.
The description of the test rig is tantalizingly brief - indeed 
it may be thought to be incomplete. It would appear that the 
axis of the pivot on the elastic restraint is vertical, so 
that the wheelpair rotates about a point which is 381 times 
the wheel tread circle radius distant from the axis of the 
wheelpair. As a consequence of this method of :onstraint., 
the possible angle of yaw which could be experienced by the 
wheelset is minimal, and for all practical purposes, the 
motion of the wheelpair is confined to the vertical plane 
passing through the points of contact. Further^ it would 
seem that it has been reasoned that the single spring force 
exerted in the direction of the aluminium alloy tube could 
replace the elastic restraint normally applied to the wheel- 
pair by restraining springs acting on bearings on the wheel­
pair shaft situated on the outer sides of the wheels. This 
ignores the fact that the two separate forces which act on
*Metric substitutions for the original Imperial units have 
been made.
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the bearings not orly provide a resultant in the direc­
tion of the track on which the wheelpairs rest but also pro­
vide a restraining couple controlling the yaw of the wheel­
pair.
6*2 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
It was decided that the approach to the experimental work 
should, quite deliberately, be different from the procedure 
followed elsewhere. First of all, the problem to be inves­
tigated was to be reduced to its basic minimum; for example, 
the wheelpair was to have no gravity force other than its 
own weight imposed on it. The rail simulating surfaces 
were required to travel in straight lines in the region of 
contact between the wheels and the corresponding rail simu­
lating surfaces. Forces imposed on the wheelpair shaft in 
the direction of the rails would resist the forces at the 
contact points between the wheelpair and :he rail simulating 
surfaces. These forces would also together exercise control 
over the angular movement of the wheelpair, but unlike the 
Derby rig, the possible angular movement would not be con­
fined to a small angle of yaw.
C 2.1 Determination of the initial equipment, parameters
Before designing a suitable apparatus, it was necessary to 
decide what cone taper angle should be used. It was thought 
that the use of a large taper angle of 30° would exaggerate 
possible hunting tendencies, but the subsequent tests showed 
that this decision was unwise as such a dicone entirely 
refused to hunt. Nevertheless, this behaviour is explicable 
in the light of the theory set out in Chapter 4, and in this 
way its response was a confirmation of the theory which had 
been developed.
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It was at first thought desirable to attempt to minimise 
the dicone spin variation and that this end could be 
achieved through the flywheel effect of a heavy dicone. 
Royer's theory of shaft energy storage appeared at that 
stage to b~ a possible cause of hunting so it was decided 
that two !xeavy cast iron cones (which together made up the 
dicone) would each be damped to a fairly flexible wheel­
pair shaft so as to exapgerate any possible spring energy 
storage effect in the shaft. The cones were lcept in the 
correct position relative to one another by fitting a 
clamping ring into grooves machined in each cone base.
This ring also offset the possibility that the shaft ^ould 
bend under the weight of the cones.
12 mm wide steel strips cut to the correct length were to 
be welded into continuous loops which were wrapped around 
two sets of 30 cm diameter pulleys to make up the rail 
simulating surfaces. Only one of the pulleys in each 
set was to be driven while the other would be an idler 
which could be moved relative to the driven pulley so that 
the belt tension could be adjusted. Further requirements 
were that the steel strip would require support in the 
region of contact between the strip and the dicone find that 
some form of horizontal restraint would have to be imposed 
on the dicone shaft.
6.3 DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE FIRST TEST RIG
Before discussing the various details of the design, it is 
useful to indicate the appearance of the completed rig, 
which is shown in Figure 6 *4(a) without the dicone in 
position. Since it was planned that the rail simulating 
surfaces (that is, the steel strip) should make line 
coiUae with the sides of the dicone, the pulleys supporting
DRIVING?
PULLEY
BASE 
STRUCTURE
CLAMPS
vYBELT 
1 SUPPORT 
ISTANP  
IDLER : 
PULLlY
/FRAM E FOR 
< RESTRAINING  
GUARDS TO '■SPRINGS
(LIMIT DICONE \  \ / lN S T R U M E N T
JHAFT MOTION \  1PANEL
DICONE
' \ D R I V E N
PULLEYS
SLEEPERS
/
^ D I C O N E  SHAFT
DRIVING PULLEY ^ELECTRIC  
/  MOTOR
BASE OF RIG
Figure 6.4(a):
WITHOUT DICONE IN POSITION, SHOW­
ING BELTS (Or TRACK) NOTE THE 
TEFLON STRIPS BELOW THE CENTRE OF 
THE BELT WHICH CARRY THE WEIGHT 
OF THE DICONE
Figure_6J.4(b) : THE DICONE APPARATUS CAN BE SEEN ON THE 
*' . BELT WHILE THE DRIVING MOTOR AND ITS INSTRU­
MENT PANEL IS ON THE RIGHT HAND SIDE
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the loops were placed so that the plane of the pulleys w?s 
at 30° to the vertical. The steel strip loops fitted to 
the driving and idler pulleys can be seen in position in 
the photograph. Figure 6.4(b) shows a side view of the 
complete rig with the dicone in position and also shows 
the concrete block on which the rig was mounted, the elec­
tric driving motor and the switch board by which the motor 
was controlled. Details of the design of this rig are 
given in the following section.
6.3.1 Detailed designs
The square frames made up of square cross-section tubing, 
which are seen on either side of the rig in Figure 6.4(b), 
we~e used to hold the spring points to which the outer end 
of each restraining spring, which was attached to the 
dicone shaft sleeve at the other end of the spring, was 
fastened. These sleeves, which were designed to slide 
freely along the wheelpair shaft, ar01 shown in Figure 6.5(a). 
The Dexion angles shown in Figure 6.4(b) were added after­
wards to the square frames as a safety measure to restrain 
the diccne in the event of derailment. An assembled dicone 
is shown in Figure 6.5(b).
Since the planes of the pulleys were inclined, the pulley 
drives on the base structure supporting the pulleys had 
to be designed in accordance with this requirement. An 
isometric drawing of this part of tne rig is shown in 
Figure 6 .6 . Fastened to the 13 mm thick steel base plate 
is a vee-shaped structure which runs the full length of the 
base. At one end of the vee-structure was an opening 
through which the drive shaft passed* At the inner end of 
the drive shaft was a bevel gear which meshed with the 
bevel fitted to one end of the driven pulley shaft. The
i
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assembly of the driven pulley and its shaft and casing 
(the latter fitting into the base) is shown in Figure 
6.7(a). At the end of the base furthest from the drive 
shaft were the slides for the idler pulley casing.
Figure 6.7(b) shows the design of the machined cast iron 
cones. The two cones which make up the dicone were moun­
ted on the dicone shaft by means of ball bearings fitted 
to the apex and mounted inside a cover in the base of the 
cone. The central table on the top of the vee-structure 
seen in Figure 6.6 served as the base for the two supports 
required to correctly position the rail simulating surfa­
ces in the contact area with the dicone. Details of 
these supports, showing how the Teflon strips used to 
minimise friction on the lower faces of the steel strips 
were gripped can be seen in Figure 6 .8 . Vce-belt drives 
were used between the 1 kW DC electric motor, which was 
used to drive the rig, and a variable speed gear box, and 
also between the gear box and the drive shaft of the rig. 
Table 6.1 gives particulars of the driving arrangements.
Table 6.1: DETAILS OF THE DRIVE PARTICULARS
0.17:1
0 ,522 :1
0.404:1
0.161:1 
2 800 r/min 
13.4 m/s
Bevel gear reduction
Pulley diameter reduction 
(drive shaft to gear box)
Pulley diameter reduction 
(gear box to motor)
Overall speed reduction 
(ignoring gear box)
Maximum motor speed
Maximum belt spec 1
\
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On testing the rig as described, it was found that there 
was too much whip in the dicone shaft, so it was necessary 
to replace it Dy a stiffer shaft. After reassembly, the 
dicone as again balanced. No provision had been made in 
the original design to prevent the steel strip from being 
moved sideways in the contact region between the dicone and 
the strip, and the trial tests quickly showed that it was 
necessary to take steps to control this movement. However, 
how to achieve adequate guidance to prevent lateral dis­
placement of the strip continued to be a problem until it 
was finally overcome in the last modifications to the rig. 
Since the mass of the diejne after assembly was 54 kg, its 
inertia was considerable, producing a marked back lash in 
the bevel gears if its spin speed altered at all; further­
more, the Teflon strips wore rapidly and it was thought 
that this was caused by excessive loading because of the 
mass of the dicone. Although the dicone showed some oscil­
latory tendencies at a belt speed of 6,8 m/s, the test runs 
sho\tfed that the operation of this dicone was remarkably 
stable, particularly at higher speeds.
Of great interest in these tests was the wear pattern on 
the steel bands used in the test runs: the outer parts of 
the belt surface were shiny and bright, with a contrasting 
thin dull central pattern. It had not been thought neces­
sary at that stage to camber the steel strip bands in any 
way so that at any instant the full width of the strip 
would be in contact with the dicone surface. Since the 
surface velocities would coincide only in the central posi­
tion, it was concluded that the shiny surface observed was 
brought about by rubbing movements between the dicone and 
the outer regions of the strip. This is relevant inasmuch 
as it shows how persistent the pure rolling motion was in
6.3.2 Initial test rig modifications
v
these tests. (In the subsequent tests where the wheelpair 
had a much reduced taper angle, the wheelpair could be 
caused to hunt, once a certain rail simulating surface 
speed had been exceeded, and since the wheels then slid 
over the rails, the particular wear pattern observed in 
this first series of tests was not repeated.)
6.3.3 Second test rig modifications
No theoretical explanation was available as to the cause 
of the refusal of the dicone to oscillate when the test 
runs were made on the rig referred to above. A decision 
was consequently called for as to the way in which the rig 
should be modified if further progress was to be achieved. 
After consideiation, it was thought that the dicone refused 
to hunt because:
(a) The cone taper angle of 30° was far too large and 
that hunting would be more likely to occur if a more 
typical taper angle of, say* 5° were adopted.
(b) It was a disadvantage that the mass of the dicone 
was so large. (Not only would a light dicone be more 
easily handled, but the load on the rig would also be 
reduced.)
(c) Any tendency for the dicone to hunt might have been 
inhibited by the fact that the contact region between 
the steel strip and the dicone, which in these tests 
had extended over the full width of the strip, was 
excessive.
While it was not directly related to the hunting problem, 
it was felt that reliance on Koyer's theory (namely, that 
the spring energy storage in the wheelpair axle was a
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possible cause of hunting) should be abandoned, as the 
validity of the theory appeared by then to be increasingly 
unlikely. The use of a full dicone was also discontinued- 
instead, only those portions of the dicone surface likely 
to come into contact with the rail surfaces were retained.
The redesigned wVel pair, as was the case with the dicone, 
had ball bearing. fitted at each end, the inner races of 
which were in turn fixed to the wheelpair shaft. The 
movement of the shaft was controlled by the same dicone 
shaft sleeves and restraining springs which had been used 
in the original rig. The very much lighter wheelpair can 
be seen in operation in Figure 6.9(a).
The problem of avoiding an exessively wide contact region 
between the dicone and the rail simulating surface was not 
so easily overcome, and involved a trial-and-error process 
of testing a variety of different materials and configura­
tions. This is an important issue in view of the emphasis 
placed by other workers on. the material used in the wheel-* 
sets and supporting rc'lers. Wickens in the discussion fol­
lowing Matsudaira1s paper C 393 said:
The question of dynamic similarity was 
considered ... . These considerations 
led to the use of aluminium alloy for 
both wheels and rollers which, at one- 
fifth full scale, preserved full dynamic 
similarity. In principle, the use of 
materials with very low moduli of elas­
ticity, and of reasonable density, should 
enable dynamically similar models to be 
built at quite small scales.
However, as Matsudaira correctly pointed out in his reply 
to the discussion of his paper, the coefficient of fric­
tion between aluminium to aluminium surfaces is different to 
that between steel to steel surfaces. The conclusion from 
the work done here is that, whi-e the coefficient of friction 
has an effect on the hunting frequency, that of the wheelpair
t
\
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spin speed is far greater. (Not only was the kind of 
material used in the rail simulating surface found to be 
unimportant, but so was the surface texture; thus the 
wheelpair oscillated at the appropriate rail speed regard­
less of the fact that the rail simulating surface was 
close-coiled steel spring, steel strip or any of the other 
materials employed.)
The first new material to be used for the purpose of reduc­
ing the width of the contact between the wheelpair and the 
rails was high tensile steel wire. Since the wheelpair 
was now much lighter, it was expected that the tractive 
force needed to cause the wheelpair tfould be much reduced 
and that the tensile strength of the wire would not be 
exceeded. The butt welds needed to fabricate continuous 
loops of wire were, however, difficult to make and this 
caused rapid failure of the loops because of fatigue frac­
tures at the welds, while mild steel loops i^ ere not much 
better. Eventually, 3,18 mm (1/8 inch) diameter close- 
coiled steel wire spring was used. Suitable lengths of 
this material was made into continuous loops by the use 
of connecting hooks formed at each end. This spring mats- 
rial (sometimes used as a domes rtain support) proved
satisfactory in that a number . sful test runs were
made with little evidence that v „sence of the joints
changed the motion of the wheelpair. Lateral displace­
ment of the coiled springs was successfully overcome by 
means of suitably grooved bronze blocks placed undex ■♦‘he 
coiled springs in the contact region with the wheelpair 
and by idler pulleys situated before and after the bronze 
blocks.
6.3.4 Third test rig modification
The test runs made on the rig as described in the previous 
section demonstrated that the linear and the angular
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oscillatory modes were distinct and not coupled in any
way. They could therefore be investigated separately as
different, unconnected phenomena. Because the rotary
th •
motion was of far greater interest than the linear movement, 
it was decided that the linear movement of the wheelpair 
in the direction of the track should be eliminated by means 
of the dicone yoke shoitrn in Pigure 6.10. This yoke was 
placed on the rig in such a way that it could rotate freely 
about a vertical axis lying in the plane situated midway 
between the rails. Two double row angular contact bearings 
were used to fit the yoke into its housing so that high 
axial rigidity could be assured. The shaft housing of the 
wheelpair was held in position in the yoke between verti­
cal hexagonal cross-section Teflon strips fitted into the 
inner sides of the yoke. In this way, the wheelpair ^^ as 
free to tilt and to yaw with the minimum of frictional 
resistance to such movement.
Although test runs had been successfully conducted with 
the close-coiled springs, the flexibility of this material 
was too great for it to be a satisfactory long term rail 
simulating material. An attempt was then made to use 
spliced steel wire loops but despite the care taken making 
the splices, some enlargement of the \tfire rope cross-section 
occurred in the region of the splices. It was possible to 
conduct successful tests with these loops but the likeli­
hood that the enlargements in the splice region should 
prove to be significant led to a decision to reject these 
loops as a suitable rail simulating material. It was then 
decided that if steel strip were supported differently 
from that attempted previously, this material might yet 
prove to be satisfactory.
At this stage, a combined research effort undertaken by 
the author in collaboration with ths South African Railways
t
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Figure 6.10: DICONE YOKE AND BEARING
(SAR) called for the construction of a special test rig 
to test profiled railway wheels. Some of the design 
features of the resulting rig, shown in plan and elevation 
in Figures 6.11 and 6.12 respectively, were subsequently 
helpful in suggesting how the design of the existing rig 
could be further improved. In the SAR rig, the steel 
strip w&s supported in the contact region between the 
idaeelpair and the rails by means of the four rollers shown 
in Figure 6.13. Double flanged outer pulleys were used 
so as to control the sideways drift of the rails. Inevi­
tably, even though it was slight, there was some sag in 
the strip in the region between the supporting rollers 
and it was apparent that the problem of how to support 
the strip in the contact region had not yet been adequately 
resolved. What was, however, a successful innovation in 
this rig was the adoption of camber in the rollers so as 
to produce a curved profile in the strip in the contact 
region between the wheels and the rails. Not only did 
the curved profile stiffen the strip but it also caused 
(as far as this was possible) point contact between the 
wheels and the supporting steel strip. On the grounds 
that the radius of curvature of the steel strip as it 
passed over the driving and idler pulleys affected the 
maximum tensile stress in the steel strip (and since this 
strip was already considered to be exessive), the diame­
ters of these pulleys were increased from 2 9,6 cm in the 
original rig to 45,7 cm in the SAR Rig. Nevertheless these 
band breakages due to fatigue failure continued to be a 
troublesome feature, involving loss of working time as the 
bands were replaced. Despite this, the typical patterns 
of the wheelpair oscillatory motion was demonstrated in 
the ensuing test runs, it was possible for the SAR to 
acquire new information about profiled wheels and as far 
as this work was concerned, useful operating information 
for further development was obtained.
Figure 6 .1 1 : PLAN VIEW OF SAR TEST RIG
Figure 6,12; ELEVATION O'F SAR TEST RIG”
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6.3.5 Final form of the test rig
Before embarking on the design of the final modifications 
to the rig, a careful review of the deficiencies previously 
encountered in the rig was made. It was decided th%t the 
main stumbling blocks to the successful functioning of the 
rig lay not only in the quality of the steel strip which 
had been used, but also in how the strip was guided through 
the contact region between the strip and the wheels, that 
is, the path of the strip had to be along a straight line 
and the lateral guidance given it in this vital region had 
to be adequate. (The modifications subsequently carried 
out proved to be highly successful and the rig in its final 
state is in fact suitable as a standard form of equipment 
for use in any tests involving railway hunting.)
After consultation with the factory manager of the Apex 
Works of Sandvik (Pty) Ltd, it was decided that narrow 
blank spring set band, saw steel strip should be used for 
the ia.il simulating surfaces. Butt-welded loops of strips 
of the correct length supplied by Sandvik performed admir­
ably under the required test conditions with none of the 
fatigue failures which had hampered test runs with the 
steel strip used previously (and which had taken up so 
much time on each occasion it was replaced).
Since the initial test rig was now being used again the 
strip coming off the driving and idler pulleys was inclined 
at 30° to the horizontal, and as the cone taper angle in 
the wheelpair being used was 5° the strip had to be twisted 
so as to lie at an angle of 5° to the horizontal; it also 
had to be cambered in order to achieve *is far as this was 
possible) point contact with the running surfaces of the 
wheelpair. Furthermore, the strip had to be supported in 
Lhe contact region between the strip and the wheelpair,
FIG 6- 1 4 ( a )  |
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as staged previously, in such a way that its direction of 
travel was along a straight line with the minimum of fric­
tional resistance on the under side of the strip. This 
seemed to be an ideal application for air slides and as 
the subsequent experience showed, this was indeed the case. 
The roller guides used to twist and camber the strip then 
had the important additional function of accurately posi­
tioning the strip as it entered and left the air slides. 
These roller guides, with adequate provision for the 
lateral and vertical adjustment of the position of the 
strip, are shown in Figures 6.14(a) and 6.14(b). In ad­
dition to providing the support for the steel strip in 
the vital contact region, the air slides had to prevent 
any tendency, which it might have, for sideways drift to 
take place. As these air bearings are an important ele­
ment in the rig as it now stands, certain construction 
details of the bearings will now be ,"iven.
6.3.6 Design of air bearings
Grassam [40] suggests that the design of pneumatic bearings, 
where the applied loads are as complex as they were in the 
case of the test rig, tends to be an art rather than a 
science. Not only must aerodynamic bearings have sufficient 
load bearing capacity but - because of their sensitivity 
to out-of-balance loads and to bearing misalignment - ade­
quate allowance has to be made for all possible transient 
conditions before work is started on the actual bearing 
design. In the present case, while the normal load would 
be the weight on the bearing, there would in addition be 
the dynamic loads brought about as the wheelpair yawed and/ 
or tilted, and lastly, impulse disturbances would occur 
as the butt-welded joints in the steel bands passed over 
the bearings. The minimum clearances in the bearings would
XFigure 6, .15; ISOMETRIC VIEW AND CROSS-SECTION 
OF AIR SLIDE
1
be determined by these forces; furthermore, the bearings 
had to be stiff and damped so as to restrict their response 
to impulse forces. As the University of the Witwatersrand 
is situated at an altitude of approximately 1 800 m, normal 
changes in the ambient air pressure would be more marked 
and since changes in pressure and ambient temperatures 
would cause the air viscosity to vary, the load bearing 
capacity would be affected ty these changes.
An isometric view of the resulting air slide, as well as , 
of its cross-section, is shown in Figure 6.15. Because no 
design data was available for determining various dimen­
sions, the calculations proceeded on an a priori basis.
As the mass of the dicone was 10,45 kg, and based on the 
arbitrary assumption that the maximum lateral displacement 
of the wheelpair would be 2,64 cm (this value being related 
to the track width), it was estimated that the maximum 
static load on the bearing would be 61,8 N; furthermore, 
using the same oscillatory frequencies experienced in the 
earlier test runs, it was calculated that the maximum trans­
verse force would be 6,94 N. Since the steel strip was 
under tension and cambered, it was further assumed that, 
as a first approximation, the load on the bearing would be 
distributed uniformly over its entire length. With a factor 
of safety of 5, the design load to be supported on the bear­
ings in the normal direction would therefore be 309 N*
Because of the very small clearance between the strip and 
the air ftlide bed, the assumption was made that the air flow 
in this space was laminar. Using a reasonable approximation 
for the air pressure distribution under the strip, it was 
concluded that the velocity profile under the strip would 
be parabolic so that the mass air flow rate could then be 
found in terms of the pressure gradient. Because little 
heat would be generated within the bearing and since the
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metallic bearing walls had a high thermal conductivity, 
isothermal conditions could be assumed. The bearing thrust 
force had to be 12.7 mm wide so as to accommodate the width 
of the steel strip used. On the basis that the air supply 
pressure was 517 Pascals, the estimated bearing length for 
a maximum external load of 309 N was 93 mm; however, it. 
was thought prudent to extend -its length to 120 mm.
An arbitrary volumetric flow rate of feed air, kept at as 
low a figure as was thought possible, was c ;cided upon, 
and on the basis of this assumption it was calculated that 
21 feed holes, each with a diameter of 0.3 mm, and spaced 
at intervals of 5 mm were needed. The completed air bear­
ing, as well as a photograph of the assembly of the air 
bearing and the cambering rollers, is shown in Figures 
6.16(a) and 0.16(b). So as to provide enough space between 
the pulleys for the assembly shown in Figure 6.16(b), the 
belt idler pulley slides on the rig had to be lengthened.
The wheelpair is shown in elevation in Figure 6.17 which 
illustrates its position relative to the air slide and the 
cambering rollers.
6.3.7 Optical measuring system
So as to observe the yawing and tilting movement of the 
wheelpair more closely, the device (based on mirrors) 
shown in Figure 6.18 was then designed. An extension bar, 
fixed at one end to the side of the dicone yoke, had a pin 
fitted into it at the other end. This pin in turn fitted 
into the fork of a pivotted bar, at the other end of which 
a mirror was fixed. This mirror reflected the light from 
a slit source onto a screen to provide a magnification of 
15 in the yawing movement of the wheelpair. Similarly, a 
pin secured to the upper surface of a brass block riding 
on the wheelpair axle housing between the yoke inner surfaces
Figure 6.18 MIRROR DRIVING SYSTEM
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followed the tilting movement. A forked lever,, the pivot 
of which was placed sufficiently far from the pin so as 
to minimise possible interference with the yawing movement, 
was arranged so that its fork fitted intc. the pin while a 
mirror was fixed at the other end. Using the same light 
source as that employed to follow the yawing movement, the 
amount of the tilt experienced by the wheelpair could be 
observed at the same time as the yawing movement. The 
driving pins are clearly visible in Figure 6.19(a), inhere 
the wheelpair is shown in the fully yawed and tilted posi­
tion. The optical measuring system is shown in plan in 
Figure 6.19(b).
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CHAPTER 7
EXPERIMENTAL WORK PERFORMED ON TEST PiG
J7.1 INTRODUCTORY SURVEY
The earlier sets of tests performed on the test rig had as 
one of their principal objectives the need to investigate 
possible modifications to the test rig so as to improve 
its performance, but while this aspect was being given con­
sideration, it was nevertheless possible to fain much use­
ful information as to how the whee pair beloi'ed in a var­
iety of conditions. (In order tha' it may be more readily 
appreciated why certain changes to the tesi rig were 
brought about, this account is almost inevitably to some 
extent historical and it is hoped hat this method of 
presenting the experimental work v;;.ll be helpful in elimi­
nating some aspects of the wheelpL r behaviour.)
In general, the procedure followed in carrying out the 
tests was to gradually increase the elt speeds (and in 
this way* cause the wheelpair spin .oeed to increase) 
until at some critical speed, the wh.dpair would tart to 
oscillate without outside prompt ing„ is, 'huiting'
commenced. Below the critical rail the wl;.: ?lpai **
ran stably in the neutral position. The pattern _~£ the 
hunting movement once it started wu "vc .rded in j variety 
of ways; additionally, attempts w< \ r ie to investigate
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in what manner the oscillatory movements were initiated. 
New belt materials were being tested as the methods of 
observing the wheelpair movements were changed, but as the 
discussion in Section 6.3.3 showed, the type of belt 
material was not found to alter the hunting pattern.
7.2 FIRST TEST SERIES
In the first series of tests (where the driving belts used 
consisted of coiled wire springs), photographs of the suc­
cessive stages of the oscillatory motion were taken with 
a cine camera placed sufficiently far away from the test 
rig for the movement of both ends of the dicone shaft to 
be included in each frame. Because the ceiling clearance 
was insufficient, the necessary distance from the wheel­
pair was achieved by placing a mirror between the test rig 
and the camera, as shown in Figure 7.1(a).
Figure 7.1(b) shows how squared grids were placed on each 
side of the rig below the level of the wheelpair shaft.
So as to make it easier to identify the ends of the shaft, 
caps with pointed ends were placed on them. The recording 
film made it possible to establish the exact positions of 
the ends of the shaft as the oscillatory motion proceeded. 
Because of the distance between the camera lens and the 
grid, there was some lack in the definition of the positions 
of the ends of the shaft, but despite this, it was possible 
to establish a sufficiently accurate record of the movements 
of the ends of the shaft from an arbitrarily selected base 
line on the grids. These positions were measured on enlar­
ged prints of every second frame of a portion of a cine 
film showing complete cyclcs of the linear and rotary oscil­
latory movements. A sequence of such frames is shown in 
Figure 7.2
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figure 7.1(a): PHOTOGRAPH SHOWING SQUARED GRIDS PLACED UNDER 
------- -----  WHEEL PAIR SHAFT ___
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